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JEZ BRAGG AND TRACY GARNEAU TESTING THE GEAR IN THE CUMBRIA LAKE DISTRICT, UNITED KINGDOM. PHOTO: TIM KEMPLE

TO SEE THE CONVECTIVE COOLING IN ACTION
SCAN THE QR CODE

THENORTHFACE.COM.AU

DON’T RUN FROM THE WEATHER.
RUN WITH IT.

Conditions change. Temperatures rise and fall.  
With breakthrough Convective Cooling technology 
and layered body-mapped venting, the new, Better 

Than Naked™ Jacket and Crew are lighter, more 
breathable and more comfortable than ever, keeping 
you cool and dry so you can run outside  longer.

http://www.thenorthface.com.au
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3VdmNwCjjcA&feature=plcp
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Disclaimer > 
Trail running and other activities described in this magazine can carry significant  

risk of injury or death. Especially if you are unfit. Undertake any trail running or  

other outdoors activity only with proper instruction, supervision, equipment and  

training. The publisher and its servants and agents have taken all reasonable care  

to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication and the  

expertise of its writers. Any reader attempting any of the activities described in  

this publication does so at their own risk. Neither the publisher nor any of its 

servants or agents will be held liable for any loss or injury or damage resulting from 

any attempt to perform any of the activities described in this publication, nor be 

responsible for any person/s becoming lost when following any of the guides or  

maps contained herewith. All descriptive and visual directions are a general guide  

only and not to be used as a sole source of information for navigation. Happy trails. 
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Kilian’s good. Well, not as good on one particular day as  
Dakota Jones who recently beat him at Transvulcania.  
But worldwide he’s the biggest in our sport, no doubt. And he’s  
an inspiration to many. 

Not me. 

Don’t get me wrong, I appreciate his talent. The man is a machine. 
But he’s not my trail hero. 

Mine is a trail runner by the name of Scott Knabel.  
Never heard of him? 

True, he wasn’t mixing it with the lead pack at The North Face 100. 
And no, he’s never gone toe-to-toe with The Spaniard,  
or Sandes, let alone with any of the local-grade legends like  
Donges, Davies, Coops, Tuckey, Guise, or Armstrong.

But if there’s one man I’ve met who truly inspires me even  
more than that lot, it’s Scott. 

135kg Scott. His mates and family know him as the Big Fella.  
The one that has battled gambling, binge drinking, depression  
and, on a longer term basis, obesity.

I’ve only just met Scott. So to me he’s not the Big Fella, he’s just 
another friendly trail runner. But one that strikes a cutting  
figure along the singletrack, not for his speed, or dare I say grace,  
but for his heart which I reckon is bigger than his girth will ever be.

While Kilian’s holding international live web streaming 
promotions announcing his latest multi-year trail challenge 

(impressive, granted), Scott’s writing me emails,  
“because you’re the only runner I know”, telling  
how his step-up achievement recently was his first ever  
run where he actually ran every step: “No more running/
walking as in the past!” he writes. 

In my estimation, and I know in Scott’s world, that’s  
a bigger achievement than any global trail extravaganza,  
even if his is the conquering of only 3km compared  
to Kilian’s hundreds. Pain and barrier bashing is very  
much relative to one’s inner life. 

Scott has latched on to the upcoming Salomon Trail Run 
Series as a way to get his bum off the couch and onto the  
trail where he hopes to rid himself of years of depression, 
anxiety, self-doubt, and even self-hatred.

“Why not, nothing to lose except the result of 43 years  
of poor lifestyle choices, about 40kg in body fat, along  
with an unhealthy dose of a lack of self respect and belief.

“That and a bit of high blood pressure, an overdose of 
slothfulness and the old woulda, coulda, shoulda but was  
too fat and lazy to do it-itis. Not much to loose (yeah right) 
but plenty to gain. Lets do it!” he writes to me after I ask  
if he’d be willing for me to film his journey.

So while the likes of Jornet and Ryan Sandes are to be  
admired for their pure grace and physical aptitude for  

trail running through wild environments at 
phenomenal speeds, it’s to be remembered that 
they are, at least in part, assisted by gifts of genes, 
environment, upbringing, luck. All have played a part 
in the most heralded trail athletes’ lives and successes. 
Hard work, too, of course and I take nothing away 
from that. But people like Scott, I believe, face  
much bigger walls than just the one found at 32km.

I’m just saying that if Scott takes on The North Face 
100 – as is one of his aims in the next 12 months –  
it’d be like Ryan Sandes (circa 65kg) cloning and piggy 
backing himself around the course. Sub-ten hours 
goneski. In fact, I’d peg Scott to win that little duel. 

Beyond the Salomon Trail Run Series, Scott has  
aims much grander than his belt-size: Two Bays,  
the Surf Coast Century...just the gumption to aim 
that high and far deserves respect, as does Scott’s  
sign off on his last email: 

“Changing my life, changing the world, one step  
at a time, moving forward, never looking back.”

Now that’s a bloody trail running hero.

Heart of a hero
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CHRIS ORD, 
THE INSPIRED TRAIL RUNNER 
chris@trailrunmag.com 

Image >  Jon Barter  
Location > on a recce run for the Surf Coast Century  
www.surfcoastcentury.com.au
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www.surfcoastcentury.com.au
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I confess to being a lazy Editor this edition, but when  
you come across a piece of writing that perfectly sums  
up your own thoughts and feelings on a subject  
dear to your heart then, it’s hard to resist stealing it. 

The words below are those of my good friend,  
Brendan Moore, someone I met through our shared  
love of trails. What he has found since he became a  
member of the dirty-ankled brigade will ring true with 
many of us, I’m sure:

I came to trail running less than a year ago. Sure, I’d done  
a few ‘runs on trails’, but I was a triathlete and the runs  
I’d done was just training that happened to be on trails. 

One in particular stood out however. A Friday evening  
run along the Waikato, past Huka Falls. On the way back  
I spotted a ‘path less travelled’. Not the way I’d come, but  
a different path, heading up into the forest above the river.  
I decided to explore and found myself in a different world  
of bush and mud and fallen trees; ups and downs and  
narrow tracks that had slipped away, dropping down to 
cascading streams. Suddenly my run had changed – it wasn’t 
about the running anymore, it was about the experience,  
the environment, the solitude. I loved it and I was hooked.

Fast forward a year and I’ve completed both the Xterra Trail Series  
and Kepler, as well as some other pretty epic runs, so hopefully now  
I can call myself a ‘trail runner’.

I’ve met some great people and made some amazing friends along  
the way, and that’s really what this is all about. I’ve found that when 
you’re out there in some of the ‘wilder’ parts of Auckland (no, not  
K Road, I mean the less visited parts of the Waitakeres and Hunuas) 
with your running pals, you chat and laugh, and you find out more 
about each other, and make friends as you would in any social 
situation. But there’s something more going on, something deeper.

Having come to NZ from the UK four years ago, making new friends 
has been an important part of settling into a new life, and I’ve been 
very lucky to have found a great group of people through work, 
hobbies, interests and friends of friends. The friends I’ve made on the 
trails, though, have been a little different. Maybe it’s the ‘out there’ 
factor of the environment, or the fact that we’re all mad enough to put 
ourselves through some pretty gruelling situations and we help each 
other through it. Maybe it’s the fact then when you are on some of 
those remote tracks, you know that if something goes wrong, you’ll be 
depending on those people, and they’ll be depending on you.

For me it goes further. I get a feeling that in the space of just that  
short year of trail running I’ve found a whole new circle of friends, 

NZ ED’S LETTER > MAL LAW

Spirit of the Trail

most of whom I rarely, if ever, see outside the trail runs, but if I  
was in trouble, if the shit hit the fan and I really needed someone, 
they would do all they could to help me. For sure, not all of them 
might be able to on any particular occasion, but I have absolutely 
no doubt that if I put out the call, several would put their hands  
up and ask what they could do to help. And they wouldn’t do  
it because they felt they had to, they’d do it because of the bonds 
we’ve formed out there running together on the trails.

I think that’s pretty special. It’s one of the things that makes  
trail running such a great sport. So thank you to all my new  
friends, and all the ones I’m sure I’m going to make along the way 
– you’ve made me feel part of an incredible community.

Thanks for those words Brendan. I guess I’ve always  
known that I’m part of a pretty special tribe. It’s a tribe that  
this fine magazine of ours tries to celebrate with each new 
edition that we put out. But it’s always nice to hear it from  
a ‘newbie’ too.

Cheers, mate.

MAL LAW, NZ EDITOR 
www.runningwildnz.com 

www.runningwildnz.com
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SPORTSSHIELD 
TOWELETTES

TNF STORMY  
TRAIL JACKET

It’s the little things that can make a big difference to life on the trail. 
Especially the ultra trail. Like losing the nipple rash. Or ditching the  
ball burn. Or tossin the thigh rub. Thankfully, an MIT (famous school  
for uber-smart people) scientist has turned his attention to such issues,  
the result being the 2Toms range of products for anti chafing and blistering.

And while there is a myriad of anti-chafe products out there offering  
to soothe your qualms under the arms, few actually perform under the 
pressure of sweating a bucket a minute on a hot run.

I’d previously been using Chamois BUTT’r, popular with cyclists.  
It had been doing the job on various body parts – it’s a cream packed  
into little satchels easy enough to take and stash on a run. Then, just  
prior to heading Outback for a long shuffle in the sun, I was handballed 
some SportsShield wipes, part of the 2Toms range.

The immediate benefit was clear – no mess. While the Butt cream was 
great but all mess – the cream would smear through my hydro pack - the 
SportShield towellettes were compact, no-mess wipes, easily shoved back  
into their packet without smearing though my gear (the gear in my pack  
or pockets that is, not my, erm, gear where it is supposed to smear).

I used them for thigh rub and butt cheek chafe and also covered my feet in 
them before putting socks on. Quite simply SportsShield worked a treat.  
It isn’t as messy to put on – it has a clean feel, especially after a few seconds  
of drying – and it won’t rub off (you’ll need to wash your hands with soap  
and water after applying).It can be used on any part of the body where skin is 
subjected to rubbing by clothing, equipment or other body parts. It’s a silicone-
based product, non-staining, non-toxic, non-greasy and can be used daily. 

Suffer in my undies? No more.

RRP > $16.50 > Pack of 10 (no shipping charge) 
www.2tomsaustralia.com/Products_SportShield.html 

$15 + $7.95 > Pack of 10 (with shipping) 
www.highlytunedathletes.com.au/2Toms-Anti-Friction-Products

Running in the wet and wild winter, you’re going to need protection.  
Yet when you grab a handful of this super light, whacked-out weather jacket, 
you’re thinking: how does a paper-thin layer combat the razor sharp wind  
and sideways weather out there? 

But this jacket ticks the wind and waterproof boxes not just on paper,  
but in the elements. I couldn’t get to Tassie to test the worst of it, but an  
early Victorian winter was the next best thing, particularly standing in  
a storm atop a sea cliff with a south-westerly howling in my ears. 

Yet the Stormy Trail is light enough – and comfortable enough -  that you forget 
you’re wearing it and apart from the fact you’re still being lashed in the face,   
you tend to forget that you’re running in a storm altogether. Designed with 
HyVent Alpha three-layer fabric, the jacket’s system combines a supple but 
ironclad shell that is seam sealed with a microporous mid-layer which channels 
water vapor for maximum breathability, plus an inner layer with abrasion- 
resistant mesh for comfort next-to-skin. The jacket is designed without vents 
because the microporous fabric is as breathable as a waterproof jacket will ever be. 

The close-trim design means no flapping in the breeze, but it still gives  
where it needs to as you move your upper body for that cliff scramble  
or arm-thrashing down a hillside. 

A security chest pocket holds a mobile phone if needed and reflective  
strips wink back at others in the night. There is also a brighter coloured 
version if you want higher vis. 

My only comment to the negative would be that the elasticised wrists were  
not adequate – Velcro straps would have been better. There is a drawstring 
fastener for the waist, however, and the soft touch inside collar means  
you can zip right up without annoyance.

There was no hood on my test version - although The North Face specs  
say there is a removable one available.  

All in all a brilliant lightweight but high performing foul weather trail jacket.

RRP > $299.95

www.thenorthface.com/au

www.2tomsaustralia.com/Products_SportShield.html
www.highlytunedathletes.com.au/2Toms-Anti-Friction-Products
www.highlytunedathletes.com.au/2Toms-Anti-Friction-Products
www.thenorthface.com/au
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Any other moans? Well, not being a ‘watch man’, the thing is a little 
lumpy on my girly wrist, but then it does talk to a contraption the size of 
a car hovering above me, and in doing so tells me how far, how fast, how 
high, how hard, how hot and pretty much any other how you can think 
of, and that’s pretty impressive, so I’ll forgive it’s largesse.

Otherwise this GPS-watch is a trail runner’s information orgasm.

I’m no technocrat, so I’ll not regale you with too much minutia 
regarding the Ambit. Jump online and you’ll find lots of overwrought 
War & Peace length reviews, not all positive, with plenty of boffins arguing 
the pros and cons. But let’s pretend that like me, you’re new to this world 
of datafying in detail of what used to be the blissfully simplistic act of getting 
lost on the trot in the wilderness.

If like me you are new to measuring your joy, you too will actually be 
a little tickled at the ability to press a button, run, return home, hook 
up your watch to a computer and, Shazam George Jetson, you can see 
where you ran, how long it took, where you slowed for that latte, where 
you got lost, how you found your way again, how steep that descent was 
and how fast you caned down it, not to mention how long you stopped 
at the bottom picking gravel out of your teeth. It’s awesome.

The main thing about the Ambit is that it’s straightforward to use for 
luddites like me. In a nutshell that looks convincingly like a list:

 And the bad skinny:

• That 50 hour battery life is on a slower GPS location sampling  
period of a minute per check in, meaning all those tight twists and 
turns on the flowing singletrack you just spent sixty seconds grooving 
though – they get cut to a straight line. In terms of running, you 
want more accuracy, meaning a check every second. On the Ambit 
that still gets you 15 hours (a good target time for any 100km).

• It can take a while for the GPS to locate...but think of it as  
a reminder to calm down, breathe and stretch.

• If you want to customise what displays you see, you have to  
do it using your Movescount account, not on the watch itself.

• In exercise mode, the watch has limited use in navigation,  
as the compass and GPS location cannot be used.

• If you start the stopwatch before the GPS signal is locked in,  
it stops looking for a GPS. 

• Speed accuracy at slower speeds seems all over the place. 

• The thermometer doesn’t work on your wrist. So the point is…? 

• Make sure you ‘lock’ your buttons after starting your exercise –  
it’s easy to knock them and accidentally stop recording. 

• Make sure you set the initial starting altitude by using a known  
and correct elevation source. I didn’t which is why my altitude  
while running on the beach tends to be 6 metres. 

SUUNTO  
AMBIT  

GPS WATCH

RRP > $630 (with Heart Rate Pack) / $550 (without)    www.suunto.com/au/product-families/suunto-ambitGreat review here >   www.irunfar.com/2012/05/suunto-ambit-review.html

GEAR > A GOOD TIME TO BUY…

Let’s get a one thing out of the way about the Suunto Ambit 
GPS-watch, namely its downside. It’s like a nagging partner – 
one that has the unnerving ability to give you the guilts without 
saying a word.  It’s eyeing you off every second, silently banging 
on: “Why aren’t you running? How many hours have you 
done this week? Don’t lie. I know, remember? You could do a 
little more, you know. Have you seen how many kilometres the 
Ultra168 crew have done? They’re killing it y’know? Making you 
look bad. A bottle of red? Now? I know it’s dark and cold, but 
really...you call yourself a trail runner, start acting like one...”

It. Doesn’t. Let. Up.

And that’s just my wife. The Ambit then always sides with her.

Of course, that’s a good thing. It pushes me over the line, a little  
black pod of cognitive dissonance giving me the willpower to  
place the bottle of Shiraz back on the shelf, strap the Ambit on 
and disappear into the night. Once I’m out there, the fact that 
the world – well, the internet and anyone who happens across  
my   Movescount.com    profile (search for ‘Trail Run Mag 
AUNZ’) – knows I am, and can even comment on my total ascent/
descent, pushes me that fraction more, that bit further. And so 
my running benefits, regardless of all the bells and whistles this 
thing boasts, regardless of if I know how to blow or ring them.

  Here’s the good skinny:

• It has a longer battery time – 50+ hours on economy settings.  
On 1sec intervals you get 15hrs+. Without GPS in operation, you’ll  
get thirty days. 

• ‘FusedSpeed’ technology means the Ambit has an accelerometer  
in it, a measurement device that doesn’t rely on the satellite GPS.  
It then pairs up with what GPS readings are coming in to ‘smooth  
out’ the data output.

• The 3D compass is great for the directionally challenged as is the 
barometric altimeter.

• Hook up is easy with a four-pin cable that uses USB to connect  
to your computer (PC or Mac).

• Basic function use is easy.  Hit “Start”, choose “Exercise,”  
“Navigation,” or “Previous.” In Exercise you have a list of different 
choices, showing up that this really is a watch for any outdoor fanatic.  
Choose Trail Running or die.

• You can customise what you see on each display.  
There’s a downside to this, see opposite.

• I find   Movescount.com   a great interface, easy to use with loads of  
great clickable information. It did take a little while to find my way 
around, but what website doesn’t at first? I cannot compare to other 
online GPS-user portals, as I haven’t experienced Garmin etc. 

www.suunto.com/au/product-families/suunto-ambit
www.suunto.com/au/product-families/suunto-ambit
www.irunfar.com/2012/05/suunto-ambit-review.html
www.irunfar.com/2012/05/suunto-ambit-review.html
http://www.movescount.com/
http://www.movescount.com/


“In fine conditions, there aren’t too many better trails in Auckland or the country.”

It’s high praise from a past winner of the Speight’s West Coaster, now in its fifth year.  
And that’s not just a winner’s afterglow speaking. He’s on the money, according to those  
who have trotted the dirt along the West Coaster route, taking in the famous Te Henga  
Walkway and Goldies Bush, which are as brutal to run as they are beautiful.

Based out of Bethells Beach, to the north of Auckland’s Centennial Park, this event will reward  
you with some of the best coastal views you can gander at while huffing along enjoying yourself.

There’s something for everyone at every level of trail indulgence: the ultimate challenge,  
the Marathon will make an honest man, woman or team out of you with more than  
2000m of vertical climbing. There’s the 30km, 21.1km, 13km and a 6km for individuals.   
Never fear, each will have a pinch of up, down and vistas all around. 

www.thewestcoaster.co.nz

EVENT PREVIEW > NORTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND

www.thewestcoaster.co.nz
http://www.macpac.com.au
http://www.macpac.com.au


Like any good hunter he’s constantly sizing up opportunity.  
The next hit. The next bag of flesh he can size up in the  
crosshairs of his weapon of choice, a hefty Canon SLR.

In Australia, there are a number of cracking photographers  
known for their work on the trail, the likes of Mark Watson, 
Lyndon Marceau and Tod Clarke – all Trail Run Mag contributors  
– established as quality single track shooters. They’ve all done  
their time here at The North Face 100 and on a myriad other  
trail adventures around the country and the world. Yet in New 
Zealand, there are few photographers who have gotten under  
the skin of the trail running movement like Paul Petch.

“I’m no hunter, but it feels like that sometimes.” 

Paul Petch’s eyes dart around, surveying the scene. Soon, he’ll 

be surrounded by prey. Trail runners. Ultra trail runners in 

particular. Nothing gives him more pleasure than shooting them  

at point blank range, but he doesn’t mind a long shot, either. 

Petch stands at the finish line of The North Face 100, 

Australia’s premier ultra trail event in the Blue Mountains,  

west of Sydney. He’s among a shooting gallery of lensmen 

all lined up waiting for the prize catch, South African Ryan 

Sandes, to win, potentially in record time.

If you follow trail running Down Under in any measure,  
you would undoubtedly have seen one of Petch’s vivid images. 
Indeed his journey in the trail and ultra running world  
seems to have mirrored the recent explosion in the sport. 
That is, to casual observers he was suddenly everywhere 
producing captivating images for the Tarawera Ultra; Team 
Salomon’s record breaking Taranaki trail expedition [as 
featured in Trail Run Mag Ed#4]; and the Northburn 100.  
He was also charged as official photographer for the visit of  
the Great Bearded One, NB’s Anton Krupica, a demi-god  
of the North American scene on a visit Down Under. 

But just how has this self-taught lensman established himself as  
New Zealand primary visual documentarian of the trail community? 

“I’ve been taking part in New Zealand Ultra distance events since 
2009,” says Petch who still runs trail himself on a regular basis. 
“Being part of the scene proper and getting to know the culture 
from the inside has made a big difference to my approach. It has 
taken years to really understand what it is to be an ultra runner  
and adventurer, which I like to think translates through my lens.” 

A childhood spent in orchards with a mother who dragged  
him along while she worked provided the grounding for both  
his work ethic and love of the outdoors. 

Interview > Chris Ord  *  Images > Paul Petch

The Lensman



“The human form moving in and among wilderness is just 
beautiful,” says Petch, who has a knack of highlighting in 
his images the more subtle - and often missed - moments 
experienced on trail.  

“As a runner, there is a moment where everything aligns.  
Feet lift effortlessly, light and sound become perfect and  
the senses become one. The combination of these in image 
form is my Holy Grail. Sometimes that’s an expected  
running shot, or runner-in-landscape. Other times my 
images are about facial expressions, body language, sweat, 
pain…or just the way light casts on a runner in a moment.”

Anyone in the game knows that mastering outdoor 
photography is difficult at the best of times, but add in a 
constantly moving target, nightmarish lighting, extreme 
conditions, long shoots and often grumpy subjects who  
have just run 100km, and you have a difficult task. Petch’s 
approach is to let the moment come, without overthinking it. 

“I try not to overcomplicate the process. When I look through the  
lens I focus on two things. One: in a technical sense, photography  
is all about light,” says Petch. “Two: my job is to simplify what 
others get to see. Some aspects of poor light and conditions  
can be overcome using a good lens and understanding exposure.”

Petch notes the importance of physicality in the chase for the 
perfect trail shot. 

“To avoid fatigue I specifically train for big events where I know I will 
spend long days in the mountains or in forests carrying lots of gear.”

And as for capturing grumpy “clients” who are in their darkest 
moments three quarters into a hundred mile beast of a run?

“I do my best to understand their goals and where they are at  
in the ‘process’ of pushing their bodies to the edge. So far that  
has translated well into minimal stress for both of us.”

“My approach is to capture what is really happening. The emotions,  
the lighting, weather and the ups and downs that all of us have when  

out for the long haul; they are the stories I attempt to share.”

In the chase to portray the trail life, Petch has had a few of  
his own ‘moments’. 

“Ascending Mount Taranaki for the Salomon shoot for the  
first time up to 2600m in the dark with an under-lit head  
torch was challenging,” says Petch. 

“After a 40 per cent gradient scramble, the peak revealed  
above as a black iced and vertical rocky wall. I met my limits  
at that moment. I took some time out and waited for more  
light and then managed to make it to the peak. 

“Then there were the 100km/h winds at the Northburn100  
where I was being continuously blown off my feet and I lost  
gear that got blown off a cliff. Every assignment has its  
challenges and logistical nightmares, but that’s what I love to do: 
overcome the obstacles to capture the moments.” 

Petch’s choice of his own favourite trail image says a lot about  
the element he most loves to portray in his images: emotion. 

“Having scaled Mount Taranaki at 2600 metres for the Salomon  
record attempts, Anna Frost hit the peak in a blistering time of 1 hour  
29 minutes. With Anna screaming with joy I chased her down a loose,  
icy and near vertical mountainside at the start of her descent. With her  
arms out for balance, and the sun high in the sky above the clouds  
it was simply breathtaking. I have goose bumps just thinking about it.”

Petch finds trail runners – and ultra runners in particular –  
a unique breed, one well suited to being the focus of his  
photographic aims.

“Passionate. Determined. Humble. Grateful. Inspiring.  
Motivating. Focused. Aspiring. Happy. Obsessive. Depressive. 
Broken. Injured. Ultra runners are all those things,” says Petch.  
“I find people involved in this scene interesting because everyone  
has a story to tell and generally trail runners are really humble  
people. It’s as if we all understand and relate to a single moment  
and personal insights that only trail running can give us which  
makes for a very tight community.”



‘...there is a moment where  
everything aligns. Feet lift effortlessly,  

light and sound become perfect  
and the senses become one.’ 
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SUUNTO AMBIT
You could call it a watch, but that hardly seems fair.
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When it comes to the explosion of the trail running  

scene, Petch is grateful to have been in the mix just as the  

juggernaut is picking up speed. 

“It is changing peoples’ lives. Without sounding like an old 

hippy, trail running takes you back to basics and rids us  

of so many aspects – chains – of modern life. There’s no 

special gear required other than commitment and love  

for moving forward. 

“I love the direction the sport is heading in and very proud  

to be seen as part of it. My role is to capture what race 

directors and runners want from the day – the ‘essence’  

of what makes it so special.”

In documenting the trail and ultra community, Petch  

believes he can tell a story well beyond the scene itself. 

“In my opinion, we seem to have lost direction in this modern 
life. Everything is so busy and cluttered with most of our life  
(and sports) requiring us to spend and buy more and more stuff. 
Trail running strips away all of this baggage, and our natural 
instincts take over,” he says. 

“It gives us time out and a place to reconnect with what it is to  
be human. If my images inspire people to feel the sun on their 
face and get fit while getting back to basics, then I’m a happy man. 
Run 10km or 100km – that magic can happen to us all because 
if you strip away the big cars and credit cards, we’re all the same. 
Capturing that equality on the trail is very special to me.”

Paul Petch is a freelance photographer, art director, graphic  
and website designer based in Christchurch, New Zealand.  
He specialises in outdoor photography.  

www.outdoorphotography.co.nz       www.pauljpetch.com 

www.outdoorphotography.co.nz
www.pauljpetch.com
http://www.suunto.com
http://www.suunto.com
http://www.rebelsport.com.au
http://www.paddypallin.com.au/
www.mountaindesigns.com/
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Trail Run Mag’s NZ Editor, Mal Law, is headed 

back to Blighty, where he grew up, on a mission to 

run the South Coast Path, 1014km of undulating 

trail with an ascent profile equivalent to four 

Mount Everests. Driving Mal to this, and a CV 

packed full of cause-related runs, are motivations 

that can be traced back to his parents. Here, Mal 

writes a letter to his Dad in a conversation that 

sheds light on his obsession with trail running. 

www.coastpathrun.co.uk 

www.coastpathrun.co.uk


Dear dad, 
I should have written this letter to you long ago, but somehow I never got around to it.  I so wish I had, because then you might actually have got to read it. 
It’s now 16 months since you passed away. The doctors said it was pneumonia and maybe that’s what it was in medical terms. But in human terms we know it was a broken heart.  Just a week earlier we had said goodbye to mum. Your job on this mortal coil was done.  You had loved her for more than 60 years and cared for her so touchingly in her final months. There was nothing left for you to hang around for and so at the same time as being  devastated by losing you we were pleased that you didn’t have to struggle on in a world  devoid of purpose and meaning.   

You were a man of your generation. You kept your emotions in check and didn’t outwardly express your love, yet I was never in any doubt about just how much you did love me.  This rubbed off on me and until close to the end I hadn’t mustered the courage to say  what should be the simplest thing to say to your own father – “I love you dad”. I’m so  glad that I eventually did but I also wish I’d also told you how grateful I was to you for  shaping the person I have become. That’s what this letter is about.
For today, Dad, I am a happy, fulfilled person who has found a passion that both defines  my life and gives it meaning – trail running. I love everything about it. The physical  and mental challenges that it provides, the amazing places that it takes me, the adventure  that is inherent in every run, the massive reward I get from running for good causes,  the people that I do it with and the wider community of friends and acquaintances that  I feel so very much a part of. Trail runners are my tribe and I’m happy being one of them.  That sounds almost trite but the sense of belonging and fulfillment that this fringe  pursuit brings me is central to my concept of self worth. And without that we are nothing.

So how is it that you - a man I never ever saw running, except as a referee on a rugby  field and a devilishly sly tennis player - had such a heavy influence on what I am today? 

Perhaps the most obvious way that you rubbed off on me was through your own love of 

mountains and wild places. Some of my earliest, strongest and most poignant memories 

from my childhood are of rummaging around in cupboards at home amongst your 

hiking boots; ferreting in your steel-framed rucksack looking for leftover boiled sweets; 

the musty aroma of your anorak and waterproofs. I can almost smell the dubbin and the 

leather as I write this; the peaty smells that emanated from those clothes even months after 

your last trip to your beloved Scottish mountains. 

It’s all so vivid and feels so connected with, responsible for, what I have become. Which 

makes it hard to believe that the few times you succeeded in getting me on to a mountain 

you did so with me kicking, screaming and moping, bribed by the promise of a measly 

square of fruit and nut chocolate if I made the summit. 

Given my obstreperous attitude and seeming indifference to thick Scottish cloud, you’d 

have been surprised if you’d ever caught me doing something that I did regularly - sneaking 

glances at your mountain walking photo albums. But Dad, even without realising it at the 

time, I think I always loved those boring black and white pictures of misty ridges, stark 

corries and dark rock walls. They left in indelible impression on me and with hindsight it 

was inevitable that I would one day be drawn back to such places, freely and of my own will, 

to experience the sheer unmitigated joy of pitting myself against gravity and bagging peaks. 

Thank you for planting that seed and sorry I wasn’t better company at the time.

I also recall you telling me stories about your adventures. Catching the night train from 

your RAF base in the south of England hundreds of miles north to disembark on the bleak 

expanse of Rannoch Moor so you could bag a few peaks before catching the train back the 

next day. Taking the mail boat from Mallaig into the wilds of Knoydart to knock off the 

most remote peaks in the British Isles. Hearing of your fear on scaling the Inaccessible 

Pinnacle in the Cuilin Range on the Isle of Skye. Each story seeped into me, crystallising 

into an unquenchable thirst for adventure that would surface many years later.
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“The few times you succeeded in  

getting me on to a mountain  

you did so with me kicking, screaming  

and moping, bribed by the promise  

of a measly square of fruit and  

nut chocolate if I made the summit.”



But it was more than just your passion for wild places that has 

shaped who I am today. You had a personal quest and after 

roaming all over the Highlands for some 30+ years you became 

one of the first people ever to summit all 650 or so 3,000ft-

high Scottish ‘Tops’. I never told you at the time but I was so 

proud of you and I loved the look of total incomprehension  

in the eyes of friends when I attempted to explain to them  

what you had achieved. I’m sure this is one reason why I am 

such a goal-oriented person, and why I love attempting things 

that are beyond the comprehension of many. 

So through you I discovered mountains and I discovered 

hiking. I started bagging the Scottish peaks myself and found 

adventure and solace in those high places. Then I moved to 

New Zealand and my love of the outdoors was magnified by the 

wildness of our landscapes here. I took to multi-day tramping 

trips like a duck to water and this eventually led me to trail 

running. It may seem like a circuitous route to finding my true 

calling but I know I would never have arrived here at my ‘happy 

place’ without your quiet unassuming influence. Thanks dad.

But all this was just the start. I was trail running for many 

years before I really started to think of it as a defining part  

of who I am. Before I became obsessed. The tipping point 

came when I decided (ironically enough during a long solo Do you remember that Sal and I took off to Cornwall for a 
couple of days, under orders from Hilary and Jacky (the Sisters 
That Must Be Obeyed), to have a couple of days to ourselves? 
Well, the first morning we were there I awoke very early. It was 
pitch black and freezing outside but I needed a run to clear 
my head and make sense of mum’s death. So I took off on the 
South West Coast Path along a section that I knew you and 
mum had walked and loved. The frigid air chilled my bones 
but gave me a sense of alertness that I’d lacked for days since 
stepping off the hastily booked flight from Auckland. 

For the first hour I could only see what my head torch 
illuminated but gradually dawn seeped through the sky and 
struggled in vain to warm this stark morning landscape of huge 
cliffs and wild seas. I could see you and Mum walking hand in 
hand along the cliff path and I cried as I ran, trying to find the 
right words for my eulogy to Mum. This is when I knew that 
I wanted to run the entire 1014 km length of this fierce but 
beautiful trail. It just seemed so right and it became even more  
so when just a week or so later you too passed away.

I was fortunate to stumble across another runner, Tom Bland, 
 who was living in England and had the same idea. Tom had  
already set up his website for what he was dubbing ‘CoastPathRun’  

multi-day hike) to attempt running the 7 mainland Great 

Walks in 7 Days. What was to become the 7in7 Challenge. 

This as you know was my way of belatedly dealing with  

the event that forty years earlier had shattered us all –  

the death of your other son, my brother Alan. I wanted  

to honour his memory and I wanted to raise money  

for families that were facing the same battles that we had  

to face when Alan was sick with leukaemia. 

But I also wanted to do something that would make you 

proud of me. Crazy I know that at the age of 49 I was 

still looking for that, but there you go. As it turned out, 

when I told you of my plan you simply said: “You’re off 

your rocker, that can’t be done!” I know you were simply 

worried for me (or at least about my knees), but I have to 

tell you that did rather stoke my fire and make me even 

more determined to succeed. So once again you were 

highly influential in creating what has now become my 

true passion – using trail running to benefit great causes. 

So much for the past. What of the future? Dad, I so wish 

you were still here to share in the next great adventure 

planned. This one is special because I’m coming ‘home’ 

to do it. I wanted to tell you about this when the idea first 

hit me but it was just days before Mum’s funeral service, 

you were sick, and the time seemed wrong. and as soon as I saw it I emailed him asking if I could 
crash his party. He said “yes” and after a year of 
planning, preparation and hard training we have now 
arrived at the point where very soon our big adventure 
will begin. We aim to run the whole thing in two  
weeks, which is nine days faster than anyone has ever 
completed the trail before, and we are doing it for the 
cause of Mental Health. 

Yes, I know you would have appreciated the irony of this 
and most likely would have come up with some fitting 
pun to make light of the situation. You’d have tutted, 
shaken your head and asked “Why?” But I can’t help but 
feel that deep down you’d have been very proud, just as  
I know you were when I completed my 7in7 Challenges.
The day before our run starts Hilary, Jacky and I will walk 
to the summit of Haddon Hill on Exmoor to scatter  
the last of your ashes, where they will mingle with those  
of Mum. We will cry again, hug each other and feel sad.  
But amongst the tears will be a great sense of thankfulness  
for all you did for us and all you taught us. And in my 
case I’ll be thanking you for setting me on a path to 
being what I am today – a happy, fulfilled trail runner. 
So thanks Dad, this next one’s for you.
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From the Mountain
By George Sterling (1869-1926)

Let us go home with the sunset on our faces: 
We that went forth at morn, 

To follow on the wind’s auroral paces, 
And find the desert bourn 

The frontier of our hope and Heaven’s scorn. 
Let us go home with the sunset on our faces: 

We that have wandered far 
And stood by noon in high, disastrous places, 

And known what mountains are 
Between those eyries and the morning star. 

Let us go home with the sunset on our faces: 
Although we have not found 

The pathway to the inviolable spaces, 
We see from holy ground 

An ocean far below without a sound.

Footnote >  in a delicious twist of fate  
Mal and Tom’s CoastPathRun starts on 17th June: Father’s Day in the UK.
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Test your spirit of adventure and be inspired by the unforgettable nature of Tropical North Queensland.  
Trail running and Rogaining events abound in this iconic tropical location. After conquering your chosen  
event be sure to reward yourself and your family with a holiday in the only place in the world where two  

World Heritage listed areas meet. The Great Barrier Reef and the Daintree Rainforest awaits you. Dive right in!

Solar EclipSE Marathon 
The Solar Eclipse Marathon takes place  
in Port Douglas, on 14 November 2012.  
At 6:38am, a total solar eclipse lasting two 
minutes will occur. As soon as the Sun  
re-emerges from behind the Moon and  
the corona is broken the race will begin, 
making The Solar Eclipse Marathon the  
first ever sporting event with an intergalactic 
start gun! For more information on the  
Solar Eclipse Maraton go to:  
solar-eclipse-marathon.com

auStralian rogaining 
chaMpionShipS 2013
Do you want an outlet for physical and 
mental team activities in the natural 
environment? Do you enjoy the challenge 
of learning new skills, from fitness and 
endurance to navigation? Then rogaining  
is the answer. Tropical North Queensland  
is set to host the 2013 Australian Rogaining 
Championships. The 2013 ARC will take place 
on June 22 – 23. For more information on the 
ARC go to:  
adventuresportnq.info/arc2013

grEat pyraMid racE
The Great Pyramid Race and Country Fair  
is on  August 11 in the small community  
of Gordonvale, located 24 kms south of 
Cairns. Join in the fun and adventure of  
this iconic Tropical North Queensland 
running event. The Great Pyramid Race is 
a 922m uphill scramble to the peak of the 
stunning Walsh’s pyramid followed by a 
controlled “downhill freefall’. Once complete, 
join the troppo Queensland locals for the 
Country Fair. For more information on the 
Great Pyramid Race go to:  
pyramidrace.com

For more information on all that Tropical North Queensland has to offer go to
tropicalholidays.com.au

tropical north Queensland
Adventurous by nature

http://www.solar-eclipse-marathon.com
http://www.adventuresportnq.info/arc2013
http://www.pyramidace.com
http://www.tropicalholidays.com.au
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FACE
Year after year The North Face 100 attracts the best ultra 
marathoners from around the world and across Australasia.  
2012 was no exception: Sandes, Bragg, Armstrong, Tuckey, Davies,  
Cardelli, Quinn, Stephenson…the list rolls on. But while the 
elites battled it out up front, the majority of the eleven hundred 
competitors on course were ordinary people who for various 
reasons had chosen to do something extraordinary and run  
a long way through the Blue Mountains. As part of a documentary 
being filmed on race day, We spoke to four competitors about 
their journey and matched them to inspiring images of each 
runner taken by Tod Clarke and his team from Aurora Images, 
official event photographers.

www.auroraimages.com.au 

AT THE
COAL 
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www.auroraimages.com.au
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NAOMI > “I think when you have a lot of obstacles in life you  
learn how to go to a different place and push through things and  
if you don’t ever experience those obstacles I think you never get  
to that point of knowing how far you can actually push yourself.” 

JODIE > “With life, so many things can go wrong and people  
do want to give up. It’s the same with running – so many things  
can go wrong and you want to give up. The door shuts in  
your face and you think “where’s the open door – isn’t it  
‘one door closes another opens’? Where’s the open door!?  
Well, sometimes you just have to kick it in.”

NAOMI > “When I first started (running) I could run a minute  
at a time, and that was so hard. But I kept pushing, I took it one  
step at a time and it got me here. Now if can go from running  
one minute at a time and being 25kg overweight to running an  
ultramarathon with a back problem, then anyone can do it.” 

JODIE > “It’s not the people coming through first or  second  
who are the most inspiring. It the people who are out there  
three times as long. They’ve put in that hard work and they  
are dragging themselves across the finish line. That’s what  
brings me to tears, that’s what pushes me.”  

NAOMI EASTMENT (105) + 
JODIE COOK (198)  

Naomi and Jodie stayed together the 
entire run. Naomi suffers from Asperger’s 
Syndrome – at one point in her life so badly 
that she couldn’t go to the local store to 
buy milk – along with a bad back and was 
previously overweight. Jodie has also battled 
being overweight and serious depression. 
They found strength in each other and in 
running and despite wanting to pull out 
early, the pair pushed through and finished 
in a knockout time of 15hrs 35min 48sec.



“I figured that if I could run in 
this event, I could do anything, 
including conquer my irrational 
fear of raising an intellectually 
disabled child and help me to be 
the best father I can be for my 
19-month old son, Ethan  
[born with Down Syndrome].” 

Mat had to pull out at Check Point 3 
after 54km and 12 hours with knee and 
breathing trouble. Having only started 
running in August 2011, Matt says he 
aims to try again in 2013.

MAT WANT (14)
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http://www.present-energy.com/ultra-made


“I’m one of the world’s worst runners…(but) I’m 
absolutely convinced that to stay young and to be 
an inspiration to our kids, it’s about doing things 
that you’re not good at and learning. And, man, 
you learn a lot doing this. It’s not just about  
the running – it’s not nearly about the running.  
That just happens to be a means of getting there. 
It’s about learning about yourself.” 

Having failed to complete TNF100 in his first attempt 
last year, Tim Gray again faced some tough moments 
but finished in a time of 18hrs 48mins 25sec. He was 
crewed by his wife and daughter; the latter he carried 
over the finish line. We’re pretty sure he inspired both.

TIM GRAY (643)
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http://www.montane.com.au
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S N OWS H O E
SHUFFLE

THERE’S ONLY ONE THING CRAZIER THAN A  
SNOWSHOER, AND THAT’S A SNOWSHOER WHO  

RUNS. BUT OUR RESIDENT SNOW BUNNY  
NICK WIENHOLT RECKONS A SPRINKLING –  

OR A FEW METRES – OF THE WHITE STUFF  
IS NO REASON TO SLOW THE TRAIL GOING. 

The landscape is otherworldly – a full moon catches the snow-covered ridges and 
alpine plains with Australia’s highest peaks glistening in all directions. The bustling 
resort of Thredbo is only six kilometres to the south, but the solitude of the  
campsite near Seamans Hut in the shadow of Mt Kosciuszko is absolute. 

Along with a few other hardy backcountry explorers, the mid-winter allure of the 
high country had drawn us to this point and despite strong winds flapping tent  
walls about and dropping the temperature to -15 degrees, none of us would trade  
the night up here for all the comforts and crowds of the resorts.

There’s something about high altitudes, steep, rugged terrain and outdoor lifestyles 
that produces the very best trail runners. From the current darling of the ultra- 
trail scene, Kilian Jornet, American super-starts Karl Meltzer, Anton Krupicka and 
Geoff Roes, through to Australian trail running legend Andy Kromer, a life lived  
in the mountains seems to have a very direct correlation with trail running excellence. 

When snow covers Australia’s and New Zealand’s highest peaks, most folk’s  
thoughts focus on cosy resorts and chairlift-assisted ascents to the mountaintops 
followed by fast descents on skis and snowboards. For the trail runner, the resort 
scene is anathema to the way we typically enjoy the outdoors – the crowds,  
the groomed slopes and ski-patrol minders all contribute to a stifled atmosphere. 

With thoughts to legs still ticking over some wild country miles, there’s only  
one thing for it: snowshoes. 

Words > Nick Wienholt    www.enduroexplorer.com

Images >    XterraTrailRun.com   and   redfeather.com   

www.enduroexplorer.com
XterraTrailRun.com
redfeather.com


tail lifting up with each step – a great feature for speed. In addition to 
large surface areas, some snowshoes designed for very soft snow and heavy 
load capacities will feature a pivot hinge that keeps the tail in contact  
with the snow to improve floatability, but this feature compromises  
speed and should be avoided for snow-running. Minimalist offerings 
like the Vapour will perform adequately in softer conditions.

Once you’ve got the snowshoes sorted, the next task is choosing shoes 
to wear with them. For groomed snow conditions and short runs, 
waterproof running shoes will be sufficient, but if you’re out for an 
extended adventure, boots are a better choice. Even on the high  
plains above the tree line, hitting a patch of soft snow and sinking 
below ankle depth is likely, and without the protection of the boots, 
ending up with wet, cold socks is likely. 

Salomon and Inov8 make excellent lightweight waterproof hiking boots, 
and I picked up a pair of Inov8 Roclite 400 Goretex-line boots (www.
inov-8.com/) specifically to combine with the snowshoes. The Roclite 
400 incorporates many of the same features Inov8 feature in their 
running shoes such as the Fascia Band (“A replication of the plantar 
fascia ligament to increase propulsion efficiency and reduce fatigue”) 
and the 4-arrow mid-sole (“High level of cushioning for long distance 
running and training”). Wearing a running shoe-like boot means that 
any sections that need to be navigated between snow-covered areas can be 
done at a comfortable jog without foot or lower-leg strain.

The choice of whether or not to wear gaiters is a personal one – for short 
outings on the snow, putting up with some snow working its way down into 
the boot and melting isn’t a big deal, but when you’re out for an extended 
run, ending up with a wet pair of socks slowly freezing during a break isn’t 
an enjoyable experience. Lightweight Goretex gaiters come in at only a few 
hundred grams, and can eliminate wet socks with great efficiency. 

With racing snowshoes, a vigorous heel flick is deliberately generated by  
the bindings to allow fast progress through the snow, and without gaiters, 
having snow flicked up by the snowshoe and sliding down the back of the  
leg means wet socks.

Above the knee, apparel is dependent on the weather conditions, length of the 
route and preference of the wearer. Many compression makers offer thermal 
editions that will be sufficiently warm and moisture-expelling for the mild 
conditions that the Australian Alps generally deliver, and Skins have a ‘Snow’ 
line specifically designed as a combined thermal and compression garment. 

As conditions get colder and the snow and wind pick up, normal layering 
techniques involving traditional thermal garments, Merino pullovers and 
waterproof outer layers need to be added as appropriate. The normal caveats 
about clothing choices and venturing into alpine areas applies – the weather  
can change very quickly, and a warm, pleasant day can turn into freezing, 
whiteout conditions in less than an hour. Carrying safety equipment like 
waterproof pants and space blankets that form the mandatory-gear lists of  
most trail ultras is definitely advised.

THE BASICS

Most people have a vague awareness of snowshoes – funny tennis 
racket-shaped contraptions worn by bulky Alaskan backwoodsmen 
while hunting and scavenging provisions for the long winter.  
Like the modern running shoe, today’s technical snowshoes are  
a huge improvement on their predecessors, featuring inbuilt  
titanium crampons and made of lightweight aluminium tubing. 

Most ski-hire places will have a few token snowshoes available for hire,  
but these recreational models can be pretty modest affairs, and  
are essentially large hunks of plastic with a couple of straps on top.  
With the current excellent exchange rate and the limited availability 
of quality hire options, purchasing a decent set of snowshoes before 
heading up to the snow isn’t an outlandish option. Online discount 
resellers will typically have prices (including delivery) that are similar 
to high-end trainers (AUD$200-250), and the cost of the snowshoes 
will be quickly offset by a couple of days avoiding lift-passes.

My preferred snowshoe is the   Red Feather Vapour.   
A lightweight shoe and specifically designed for running in the  
snow, the Vapour is a quality product that handles backcountry 
conditions well.

On flatter, groomed trails, the Vapour excels, and allows a fast, natural 
running style. Racing shoes in the Red Feather range feature a cross-
country binding and ‘live-action hinge’, which results in the snowshoe 
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their runner will arrive at a checkpoint. For all trail runners that  
have under-estimated the time it will take to complete some gnarly 
trail run (“it can’t possibly be slower than a 7 min/km pace run”)  
and left worried family awaiting their arrival, a quick SPOT message 
can be an extremely valuable communication mechanism.

As with any long trail run into remote areas, planning a route,  
letting someone know the intended route and when you expect to  
be back, being able to navigate the route, and sticking to the intended 
route are key safety factors. 

One final safety tip worth emphasising relates to river, stream and 
creek crossings. As trail runners, we are often pretty blasé about a 
creek – taking a dip to get across a water obstacle is just part of the joy of 
experiencing the trail. Short of major lake crossings that might be better 
navigated with a bridge, the squiggly little blue lines on a map don’t cause 
us much of a pause when planning a trail run. In winter and particularly 
early spring, a creek crossing can be a serious affair with snow-melt 
capable of turning a quiet creek into a fast, wide freezing torrent of water 
that can’t be crossed. Even for slower flowing creeks, the soft, loose snow 
on creek banks can make a crossing very difficult, and crossing a flowing 
creek via a snow-bridge is an extremely risky undertaking. If in any 
doubt about whether the water crossing on an intended route is passable, 
contact the relevant Parks Office and have alternate routes planned.

BACKCOUNTRY SAFETY

Navigation is one of the most critical factors to get right when snowshoeing.  
Unlike skiers and snowboarders that can safely exist in roped-off resort 
areas with regular patrols and where ‘down’ always leads safely back to 
the resort, cross-country skiers and snowshoers are deliberately trading 
away the safety of the patrolled resort areas for a less crowded and more 
genuine snow experience. While some mechanised ski patrols do visit 
the backcountry, the onus for safety and navigation rests very much  
on the individual’s shoulders.

In addition to the clothing requirements covered above, a large-scale  
map and compass are essential. For Victoria, Spatial Vision’s excellent 
Bogong Alpine Area Outdoor Recreation Guide 1:50,000 map is a great 
resource (as well as serving as mandatory gear for the great Bogong to 
Hotham race), and in NSW, the Perisher Valley 1:25,000 map is a must. 

In New Zealand there are a plethora more maps available given there’s  
a plethora more regions and trails on offer. If you want to be guided, check  
out   www.snowshoeing.co.nz   or get the correct maps and go exploring.  
The Topo50 is the most commonly used series, available from the  
Land Information New Zealand.   www.linz.govt.nz/topography  
Find the map you want at   www.topomap.co.nz 

Mobile phone coverage is reasonably good in many alpine areas in Australia 
and New Zealand - plenty of signal to update your Facebook profile - but 
mobiles should never be relied upon as the sole means of communication. 

In NSW, National Parks and select Police Stations can provide 
emergency locator beacons (EPIRBS) at low or nominal hire rates, 
and these can be activated to signal distress and the need for rescue. 
Similar schemes operate in different states – see the Bushwalker 
Wilderness Rescue Squad site for details.  www.bwrs.org.au

If long-distance trail adventuring is a regular activity, the best safety 
investment is a SPOT device, which is a personal location and distress 
beacon that operates much like an EPIRB, but is much smaller 
(weighing in at 150g) and can send regular position updates in 
addition to emergency signals. SPOTs are cost effective – unit cost  
is around $230, and an annual subscription comes in around $110. 

SPOT devices can send 4 types of messages – standard OK/ 
‘check-in’ messages, custom messages (setting the custom message  
is done via the SPOT website – I have mine set to ‘Pick me up  
from here please’), distress call to registered SPOT recipients and  
the final message type is an EPIRB-like call to emergency services. 

All messages are sent with GPS co-ordinates, and registered 
recipients can be setup to receive SMS and email alerts. For an  
extra $50 a year, a Tracking subscription service can be used  
to send continuous position updates which can then be tracked  
via the Spot website – this feature can be extremely useful in a trail  
ultra for co-ordinating timings with support crews about when  

www.snowshoeing.co.nz
www.linz.govt.nz/topography
www.topomap.co.nz
www.bwrs.org.au


A spectacular 100km trail run beside towering 
sea cliffs, along remote ocean beaches and 
the captivating wildflower hinterland where 
no two footsteps will be the same.

SOLO OR RELAY TEAMS 

22 SEPTEMBER   
ANGLESEA VICTORIA 

It’s hard not to feel some sympathy for the resort-bound 
crowds, clustering like rush-hour commuters around  
ski-lift entrance stations and supervised by official  
ski-patrols when such untamed beauty lies within reach. 

As trail runners, the urge to be out in nature experiencing 
both its joys and its harsher side is something we revel in, 
and when it comes to winter, snowshoeing is a natural 
extension of what we love to do. 

So this winter, rather than worry about the rain and mud 
making life out on the trail a misery (okay granted for  
many of you that’s part of the fun), grab some snowshoes 
and show the world how crazy you truly are with a quick  
snow shoe shuffle up the nearest snow-covered peak.

SNOW SWEAT
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TRAIL  
DEMONS

SOME TRAIL RUNNERS ARE LUCKY ENOUGH TO LIVE,  

AND THEREFORE REGULARLY RUN,  

IN HEAVEN. BUT THE DEVIL’S IN THE DETAIL  

OF EVERY RUN WRITES PORT CAMPBELLITE,  

GREG CLARKE, WHO COUNTS THE  

GREAT OCEAN WALK AS HIS SINGLETRACK SAVIOR.

Words + images > Greg Clarke
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At the Devil’s Kitchen on Victoria’s south-west coast there are  
no sharp knives, not even a stove. This is no slight on the place.  
Often there’s no need for them.

For on certain days, when a sou-wester is blowing harder than  
those who have just run the Oxfam, the rain comes into the kitchen 
sideways and the near lacerating wind can tenderise the flesh  
to the point where a generous plating of quadricep could easily  
be served up sashimi style and devoured by a ravenous centurion  
who has left their teeth in the glass of water beside the bed. 

This kitchen is by an edge of the Southern Ocean, along the  
91km Great Ocean Trail Run (some people will know this as  
the Great Ocean Walk) that spectacularly slithers 91km along  
the coast from Apollo Bay to near the Twelve Apostles.

Some of us who live with parts of the trail just beyond the front door 
have taken to running sections of it, from Moonlight Head and Devils 
Kitchen to Princetown and the Apostles. Sometimes, once every decade  
or so, when we run there is no wind, the ocean is as calm as the Dali 
Lama, and the sun seems to have directed every one of its rays on this 
section of coast.

Summer came on a Wednesday last year and then, when we ran,  
it was too easy to be distracted by the shimmering water and coastal 
cliffs and the magic of the fine weather: before we knew it, viola, 
10km of trail had slipped under the shoes.

No, it’s far better to be on the trail when the weather cuts up. Some of  
the guys and girls who regularly run hereabouts are fit and strong enough  
to not only run Oxfam but to pick up the pace and search out a sheltering 
stand of gums or coastal scrub whenever the wind and the rain storms in.

I long ago gave up picking up the pace (this coincidentally 
occurred around the same time my belly started to extend over  
my running shorts). And so I plod along sections of the trail.

In the gloom of a dirty day it is your thoughts as much as the trail 
that keep plodders company. And though often this is because  
it might not be possible to raise your head for the rain it is these 
musings that can lure you back to the trail when, at the end of  
the day, the properly sensible thing to do is to tie the kids up  
in the chicken shed so they can’t sit anywhere near your favourite 
spot by the fire, crack a bottle of red, and settle in to listen to  
the wood-fire conjure its own stories.

I’m not talking about running marathon distances, about 
exposing yourself to potential hypothermia or even leg muscles 
screaming ‘stop’. These runs, where I/we challenge the weather  
as much as the calling of a Cab Sav, will be considered sprints  
by some of you. Often they’re a snatched hour here, 15kms  
there, sometimes, but rarely, longer.

But out on the coast this is more than enough time to unclutter 
the brain, to get close to the delicious state of vacancy that occurs 
where the mind is near to empty. You’ve dissected yourself then: 
nothing left to focus on but for putting one foot in front  
of the other, trying to make the next step better than the last.

An hour is all it takes to be running lighter, to shed the baggage  
of the mind, which, at the start of a run, can be as debilitating  
as chafing or a hole in the camel.

In this regard a tempest can help; all that personal crap, the 
power of the wind and the rain and the ocean, and the trio’s 
accompanying soundtrack, can put a lot of things into perspective.

Sometimes my mind needs to be exercised, however.  
Occasionally, this can be a time to contemplate recent mistakes, 
wonder what might happen if I could be fucked to put them right. 

Creek crossings and even a waist-deep wade in the boiling  
ocean can be as much a part of a run hereabouts as negotiating  
the paths which Parks Victoria regularly appear to overlook  
despite their remit. But even this has positives. A stab from  
a thistle or poke from a tree’s limb can be a reminder you’re  
still of this earth, that perhaps a hot shower might be a good  
idea after all (along with the fire and the red).

I run because I feel I have to. Exercise is a necessity but so  
is exposing yourself – to a remarkable landscape and its extremes, 
giving yourself over to the wind and the rain and the cold  
while feasting on the state that keeps you company. A run in a 
knife-less kitchen, like many other trails, is just one place for this.

While Greg Clarke enjoys bite size sections of the Great Ocean  
Walk for his regular trail time stretches (well, as and when the  
cab sav isn’t a-callin his name), others take the entire stretch  
at once at a race called the Great Ocean Walk 100 (GOW100).

http://sites.google.com/site/gow100s/home 
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In August, the ‘world’s toughest footrace’,  
La Ultra – The High in the Indian Himalayas, 
cracks into its third edition. In the first event,  
there were only three runners; two ended  
up in hospital, only one finished. Last year there 
were six hopefuls testing their luck and their  
lungs at altitude, including Kiwi, Lisa Tamati.

THE HIGH PASS

Words + Images > Chris Ord

THE HIGH PASS
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In the space of ten hours, ultra runner Lisa Tamati has gone from 
being a crumpled unconscious heap on the floor of a remote valley 
in the Ladakhi Ranges, India, suffering heat stroke, exhaustion 
and sleep deprivation, to being a broken teary mess suffocated by a 
blanket of snow, sub zero temperatures and pitch darkness, 5300 
metres up the side of a very angry mountain. 

Smothering Lisa further into the muddy morass at her feet is a 
sense of absolute hopelessness. For the past two hours she has 
battled severe panic attacks, fighting to get the little oxygen there is 
at this altitude into her asthma-ravaged lungs. 

The moment has come where all her dreams, all her energy and 
intense focus for the past nine months, are being sucked down the 
black hole of Quitsville. 

It’s not a place Lisa has often been in her fourteen years of 
competing in ultra marathons and I can sense the anger swirling 
through her exhaustion. Somewhere in her pit of despair she’s 
registering that the 180 kilometres already trodden, three weeks 
of acclimatization and nine months of intense preparation is too 
much investment to toss it all in now. But how do you move on 
when every tank – mental and physical – is empty?

“I can’t do it,” she sobs as we huddle around, trying to find the 
right words to bring her back from the darkest moment so far in 
her attempt to conquer ‘La Ultra – The High’, a 222km footrace 
weaving its way through the Himalayas.  

Her head drops and she whispers, almost to herself:  “I can’t 
fucking do it.”
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This is La Ultra’s second outing. Last year, only three brave 
footsoldiers tackled the challenge. Two ended up in hospital.  
The only one to stay the course – Brit Mark Cockbain – finished  
in 48 hours (against the 60-hour cut off), but not without enduring 
muscle-melting exhaustion, hallucinations and the onset of altitude 
sickness. A year later he still has dizzy spells that he blames on  
the trauma of La Ultra, for that’s what this race is: up to 60 straight 
hours of trauma.

And so the legend of La Ultra was born. Tales trickling back through  
the ultra running community worldwide were enough to scare 
off most who browsed the website or watched Mark’s You Tube 
interviews in an effort to fire their own Himalayan running dreams. 
But ultra runners are a tough, if slightly off kilter, bunch and  
The High’s near-impossible reputation was enough to lure  
an elite bunch of competitors who obviously believed that they 
haven’t yet paid enough in the currency of pain for their sins. 

Even so, to get a slot on the start line, runners had to prove they  
had more than just a few one hundred milers under their belt.  
More people were rejected than accepted to race.

“Runners couldn’t just have completed some difficult ultras,  
they had to have completed many, and the toughest ones, to even  
be considered,” says Race Director Rajat Chauhan, a man who  
has completed numerous ultras and more than 100 marathons.

Rajat’s is an impressive CV, but he’ll freely admit that it pales in 
comparison to the seven competitors he green-lighted for La Ultra 2011.

The fact that we’re even here is thanks to American Molly Sheridan,  
an ultra event director herself and a veteran of over 20 ultra-
marathons including the Marathon Des Sables and the Badwater 
Ultramarathon. She was one of the two hospitalised in the inaugural  
La Ultra and has unfinished business here in the Himalayas.  

Molly hounded Rajat – who had decided that La Ultra was too dangerous  
and should never be run again – until he agreed to resurrect the event. 

Australian Sam Gash makes the grade by being the only female and  
youngest person ever to finish all four of Racing The Planet’s Four 
Deserts event, some of the toughest multiday adventure runs in the 
world taking in the Gobi, Sahara, Antartic and Atacama. 

Jason Rita, an Aussie expat living in the States, has concentrated 
his achievements on 100 milers in North America including the 
notorious Leadville 100, but has also experienced races in the 
Himalayas, including a third in the Everest Challenge Marathon.  
As the only runner without a sponsor-splashed website or blog,  
he is the unknown quantity. 

Another ex-pat Aussie, Dubai based professor, Catherine Todd,  
has a reputation as an adventure racer, but has run enough 
tough100-milers to get the nod. 

It makes sense that the world record holder for 24-hour running, Brit 
Sharon Gayter, is here having last year run 226km in a day. She’s also 
conquered the Badwaters of the world, and run the length of Britain 
besides (establishing the official John O’Groats to Lands End run route). 

While most of the others sign up knowing it’ll be a long shot just  
to finish, Sharon is regarded as a potential winner. 

Her only real competition for line honours is Ray ‘The Man’ Sanchez. 
A three-time Golden Gloves boxer (putting him, at least as an amateur, 
in the same league as the likes of Sugar Ray Leonard, George Foreman 
and Ali), Ray is also the only ultra runner to ever have completed  
the BAD World Cup: running the dreaded Brazil, Arrowhead and 
Death Valley (Badwater) ultra triple header, a feat most experts  
regard as impossible given they are all held within a six month period. 

Finally, jumping forward in time for a singular moment, back on  
the mountain we have Kiwi, Lisa Tamati.

An invitation-only odyssey, La Ultra is the highest ultra marathon  
in the world. Its starting line is pitched at 4000 metres, the course 
then rising twice to 5400 metres. It never drops below 3600 metres. 

As it’s playing out, the race will surely go down as the toughest ultra 
marathon on the planet, a hotly contested title given your Badwaters, 
Arrowheads and Leadvilles – the current crop of ultras touting  
the label. But La Ultra has a few strings to its bow, like the fact that  
this race needs to be conquered while sucking on air containing  
an average of 40% less oxygen than you’ll find at sea level. At the  
top of the two passes, runners’ lungs have to contend with only  
33% partial oxygen as compared to sea level. 

Then there’s the other airborne scourge that plagues large sections  
of the course, which follows a road that was once part of the famed 
ancient Silk Route. Where once there were convoys of camels  
tempting altitude sickness to ply their owners’ trade, today there  
are convoys of fume-spewing army and cargo trucks, their diesel 
plumes asphyxiating runners’ willpower as surely as their lungs.

La Ultra is also probably the only race in the world with an 
acclimatisation period of ten days, competitors forced to hang around 
the dusty, polluted but topographically stunning city of Leh, a Buddhist 
and stoned-hippie hangout sitting 3500 metres above sea level in the 
Kashmir-Jammu region. Running for long periods ultra athletes  
can do; sitting around for days on end they cannot, sheer boredom 
ramping up anxiety levels as minds stew: will the finish, can they finish? 

Finally there are the sheer extremes of weather at altitude – from  
baking heat to blizzards, sometimes within a matter of minutes. 

While the Himalayan views are undoubtedly grandiose, the course  
will never be described in the guide books as an ideal place for  
an extended jog. As one local put it: “These are big mountains,  
they do not want people running through them.”
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“I can’t do it, (sob) finish, (sob) I just can’t.”

It has been ten minutes and Lisa is frozen on the spot.  
Headlights from the support van catch a shower of snowflakes and 
highlight clouds of condensed, panicked breath puffing from  
crew members. We scurry around in the ice storm desperately 
trying to figure out what will break the spell of looming failure. 

It’s not as though Lisa hasn’t been to painful places before.  
The first time she hit a threshold of endurance wasn’t competing 
against other runners, it was competing against her boyfriend of 
the time as they tackled a 250km, unsupported, illegal expedition 
across the Libyan Desert, in Egypt, in 1997. Then, as now,  
Lisa was at her limit. After five years of adventuring across the 
globe together, her boyfriend decided this was the moment to  
end it, smack in the middle of a nowhere desert. He up and  
left her and two other team members with next to no water and  
little hope of making the crossing alive.

That moment accidentally tipped Lisa into her ultra running career.  
She fell out of love with a man and in love with long distance running 
 – specifically in hot, dry, desert-like places. It suited her asthma. 

Running distances of up to 2250km (the length of New Zealand)  
also took her back to that Libyan moment; each time she conquered 
another ultra – in the Sahara, the Gobi, Morocco, Niger, the Arabian 
Desert, Death Valley and now here in the India Himalaya – she was 
proving her ex-partner wrong. She was able to hold out. She was  
able to push through the pain, the deprivation; she could endure.

Until now.

There is a medical crew monitoring runners but in a race where the 
distance from first to last can stretch to 100km, little wonder Lisa hasn’t 
seen a medic in ten hours. It’s left to us – barely trained in how many 
Nurofen she should take, let alone armed with emergency medical 
knowledge – to monitor her vitals, administer a nebulizer for her asthma 
and try to bring her back from the edge of her first major race failure.



Lisa’s fear has had a long incubation period, rearing its prickly head 
even before she flew in three weeks ago. Hooking up via Skype in an 
effort to get to know each other, we had discussed her mindset going 
in, me trying to get an insight into ultras, my crewing responsibilities 
and how I was going to cope in my role as a pacer, nutritionist, medic, 
psychologist, masseuse, motivational coach and, surely, a shoulder to  
cry on. The last is the only one I had any experience in, and even then... 

“Well, I will cry out there,” she told me. “I’ve always been confident 
that I could complete the other races I set out to do. But not this race. 
Everything about La Ultra frightens me,” said Lisa at the time.

This is not what I’d expected from someone with a reputation  
as one of the toughest in the game. It wasn’t false modesty, either.  
Her voice wavered. Broke a little. 

The fear continued to eat away as she bided her acclimatisation  
time in Leh, doing her best but not succeeding in staving off  
a case of Ladaki Belly (the curries really are too good to resist). 

Arriving ten days after her, I was greeted by a clearly stressed-out athlete. 

“In the time I’ve been here, three people have died after going  
up Khardung La,” Lisa told me.

Khardung La is the first of the two 5400 metre passes competitors 
had to conquer. The three deceased tourists had been impatient  
to experience the ‘world’s highest motorable pass’. Their hurry  
to get up the mountain cost them dearly and their demise had played 
heavily on Lisa’s mind. 

Back at the event hotel, race directors and runners all felt Lisa’s 
negativity. Some avoided her, needing to remain in their own  
amped up bubble of positivity as the only way to fuel the self-belief  
that they could finish. In reality, everyone was just as scared. 

The runners worried if they could even make it. Catherine  
Todd, not able to surmount her fears, flew home before the  
race even began, citing pollution and altitude. 

Runner crews – us most pertinently – worried if they would be able  
to help their competitor across the line. Would we be able to handle 
our own dose of sleep deprivation and altitude sickness, not to 
mention the expected wild mood swings of our charges come race days? 

The race directors worried about logistics – getting high camps  
and checkpoints sorted in a country not known for its sense  
of organisation, reliability or timeliness is a nightmare. 

The medics worried about whether they would make the right  
call on the course – would they ‘pull’ someone off course for the 
right reasons; would they not pull and end up with a race death  
on their professional record?

They all remain unanswered questions as the event party – down to 
six runners and about fifty crew and organisers – made its way from 
bustling Leh to Khardung village, a small outpost inhabited only in  
the summer months (it registers to minus thirty degrees here in winter, 
making habitation near impossible). This was the final high camp 
acclimatisation before race start where we spent two days in an endless 
game of postulation, the spell occasionally broken by the mesmerising 
bowl of mountains that dwarfed us and our game of ‘What If’.

Lisa rose on race morning with surprising confidence after spending 
her final nights tossing and turning on a dusty mat on the floor  
of a local guesthouse. After training on both race passes during  
the lead-in, she knew the altitude on the first pass shouldn’t  
be a problem, as she would be fresh in the legs, if not in sleep.  
But the constant stream of brightly decorated trucks spewing out 
thick, burnt diesel would play havoc with her lungs. 

At the start line, plonked in the middle of beautiful nowhere ten 
kilometers from the village, there were nerves and the odd tear. 

Immediately ahead lay the 42km climb up Khardung La, which  
didn’t seem to bother Sanchez and Gayter as they steamed off at a 
pace that scared organizers. The remaining racers – especially Molly,  
who is the only one who has any real appreciation of what’s ahead – 
settled in to a more appropriate snail pace.

It wasn’t long until the anticipated dramas started to unfold. 
Rarely able to eat much at all when she tackles ultras, Lisa followed 
form and soon had an argument with a second cup of noodles, 
which were refunded without receipt onto the road. 

It prompted the first doubts in Lisa’s head. It was still early in the piece 
but already she was envisaging not finishing. She still had hundreds  
of kilometres to go, a run through two nights with no sleep and another 
pass nearly as high as Khardung La; one she’d face knowing that 
altitude sickness would be more likely to strike in her exhausted state.

Lisa pushed on, dropping down the other side of the mountain and 
into the outskirts of Leh where she had spent three weeks going over 
these moments in her head. On through the cacophonic nighttime 

traffic she battled, a bus nearly ending her race with a swift sideswipe. 

The course then funneled Lisa through a valley known for its 
magnificent mountaintop monasteries and gompas and one of the  
Dalai Lama’s personal residences. But Lisa saw none of them as she  
battled sleep monsters through the long night. 

On shift we carried out one of our crewing duties by holding her hand  
as she ‘zombie ran’ on into the dawn while trying to make her laugh  
with the best poo stories we could muster. 

Hooking south-west we left the banks of the mighty Indus river  
to start slowly climbing again. 

At the pointy end, contenders Gayter and Sanchez contended with  
the altitude. Thankfully for them higher meant cooler. 

Back in an endless canyon and running 8-15 hours behind the leaders,  
Lisa was instead stung by the morning’s searing heat. At one stage,  
with no warning, she dropped, smashed to the earth unconscious.

We exploded out of the car and were on her in a shot, fearing the worst. 

She was a rag doll on the hot road, but was mumbling; she was alive. 

Tow of us gathered her up and limped her back to the car to drench  
water over her. The respite was enough to get her to the next checkpoint 
10km down the road where an hour’s rest and the little hot food she  
could keep down was enough – so we thought – to recharge the batteries.

She doesn’t tell us, but at this point, with another 5400m pass to conquer, 
Lisa was already convinced that she couldn’t go on. Not wanting to let us 
down, and preferring to fail trying rather than while resting, she nevertheless 
headed back onto the mountain and back into her worst nightmare.



that ultra running seems to have the ability to tap. An existence of the  
mind and body that ignites only at these extreme, hopeless moments. 

I watch as snowflakes land on Lisa’s cheeks, melting into her tears.  
One of the toughest women – nay people – on the planet looks back at  
me and I have never seen someone look so vulnerable, so damn human. 

At that instant something mentioned to me by Molly Sheridan -  
whose singular energy helped propel this event back into existence 
when it had been relegated to the chapter of ‘A Bad Idea’ in history’s 
sporting annuals - rings in my frozen ears: “In an ultra, the brain  
uses powers it doesn’t or can’t tap in to in an everyday existence”.

That is our answer: tap into the possibility. Back in Leh, Lisa’s 
outward energy may have been the opposite of Molly’s effervescent 
positivity, but truly negative people do not attempt risky, brave, 
impossible things, be it running across deserts or up mountains.  
The very core of Lisa’s being is powered not by notions of what  
can’t be done, but by the possibility of what can. We just need to  
find where in her battered soul that beast lies. 

I whisper to her hysteria: “Lisa. Breathe. Listen.  
Come back to me. Stay with me.”

The heaving of her body abates. The snowfall seems to ease from  
a pelt to a float. The world closes in to a halo of light around us,  
and the mountain disappears from our existence.

“You know you need to get to the top. You need to get up, keep moving. 
We’ll stay out here with you, every step of the way until the end.  
We’re not giving up. We’re going to finish this thing together. Promise.”

Something flickers in her eyes and a precious drop of possibility  
ekes out. Suddenly the mountain rushes back into being, the cold 
bites at us again, but the seal is broken. Lisa puts her arms over  
our shoulders, stands up and without saying a word steps forward.
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And so we are back to The Moment. 

Lisa has slumped. She has stopped. She continues sobbing. 

I swear I can see Lisa’s spirit shattered like glass on the ground. 

Yet I am about to witness how the suffering of an ultra can blossom 
into something of life-changing beauty. How at the instant that 
every ounce of reason and energy and indeed life has slipped away 
from its owner, there occurs a transformation, that births the 
exact thing that seems a universe away: triumph.

We know what belted Lisa to a pulp of tragedy: it was as simple as a 
crewman quipping that there was still six kilometres to go before the 
high pass, when in Lisa’s tortured mind she was due to breach at any 
moment. Her ShangriLa of Tanglang La pass was ripped from her 
mental grasp and so too her physical abilities faltered. She didn’t hear 
‘six kilometres’. She heard, and knew at her pace in those conditions: 
‘two hours’. She didn’t have two hours of footsteps left in her. 
 The plan had been to stake at the top. She had been working toward  
the reward of a few hours’ recuperation, but needed it at that instant.

For ten minutes there has been no bringing her back from the  
give-up. She is a statue of tears rained upon by darkness and ice. 

There is a moment in every ultra racer’s career on the trail that  
strikes to the core of why they put themselves out there. It is a chase 
for the defining moment of self – that moment when it is all lost, 
when one’s world is all but gone, and yet something else takes over, 
another step is taken over that wall of No Bloody More That’s Me 
Done For. And the racer goes on regardless powered by nothing  
they can name. For ultra runners do not put themselves in this 
position to fail. They put themselves in this position to push beyond 
the boundary of what is possible. Not to find the boundary of what  
is not. There’s a fundamental difference. There is a higher plane  
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Postcript >

Lisa pushed on to the Tanglang La pass (“One of the most emotional 
moments I’ve experienced in 14 years of ultras,” says Lisa) before ‘staking’ 
– the rules allowing competitors to mark their place on course and head 
back down the mountain to rest at lower altitudes before returning to 
complete their race. She headed back up the mountain four hours later  
to run the remaining 31 kilometres to claim fourth place and become  
the only second woman to ever finish La Ultra – The High. She took  
53 hours to cover the 222km course. Ahead of her, Sharon Gayter and  
Ray Sanchez tussled for line honours, Ray eventually succumbing to the 
early effects of altitude sickness, slowing enough for Gayter to overtake  
just after the final pass. Aside from being astonishing for the fact that, 
like Lisa, she is an asthmatic, Gayter’s win also marks a new course record 
of 37 hours, 34 minutes and 37 seconds. Ray finished two hours later with 
Australian Jason Rita coming home third. Behind Lisa, Sam Gash trudged 
into fifth and Molly Sheridan, the woman who failed to complete the  
race in its first outing, slipped in just under the 60-hour cut off time in  
58 hours 56 minutes, finishing what she had come to the Himalayas to do. 

As of writing there were four Antipodeans registered  
for this year’s La Ultra The High, on 2 August.  
Justyn Marc Brown is a Kiwi who in 2011 ran  
50km per day for 67 days in a row, over 2930 kms.  
Australian Lynne Elizabeth Hewett is also listed,  
having placed 15th in women’s at Marathon De Sables,  
as is Tim Garrett, who has completed The North  
Face 100, Arctic Ultra, Leadville and the Kalahari  
Extreme events. For more information on the race visit   
www.thehigh.in

Trail Run Mag was kindly supported in this La Ultra  
mission by Air Aisa    www.airasia.com   
(regular flights to Delhi, India) and  
The North Face.   www.thenorthface.com.au   
This article first appeared in Australian  
Geographic Outdoor Magazine.  
www.australiangeographic.com.au/outdoor

www.thehigh.in
www.airasia.com
www.thenorthface.com.au
www.australiangeographic.com.au/outdoor
http://www.barefootinc.co.nz
http://www.barefootinc.com.au


In an ultra – as in life – it’s not what you do when you feel good 
that matters, it’s what you do when things aren’t going so  

well that defines your run (and indeed your life). While all  
ultras promise murky moments, the arduous Alpine Challenge,  

a 100-mile (160km) ultra in Victoria’s stunning but brutal  
High Country, delivers more than most. This year’s winner,  

Salomon Team runner Matt Cooper, peers back into his mindset  
to shine a light on what got him through the darkest moments. 

ONE TRACK MIND
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Words > Matt Cooper  *  Images > Erwin Jansen   www.dandyrunner.com 

www.dandyrunner.com
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“I don’t know exactly where we’ll be running tomorrow, but we will be 
running!” says Alpine Challenge organiser, Paul Ashton at the race briefing.  

It was a timely reminder that this event is about journey, adventure and 
challenge – and that we wouldn’t – we couldn’t – control the course, the 
weather, the terrain. It was only worth putting energy into the things we, 
the runners, could control, where it would be most useful: into ourselves.

The run begins with a quick scramble up and along a fire trail, then across 
the first of many river crossings, before a steady climb up Spione Kopje,  
a 1200m ascent to the rooftop of the high plains. Feeling light and full  
of energy, the thought that the guys I’m running with are competing  
as one half of a pairs relay team – meaning they can pace quicker than I  
should be – escapes my mind. We’re simply embracing the moment and 
feeding each other with energy. This raises one of the first questions asked  
by many runners at the start of an unknown ultra: how fast do I kick out?

The belief I carry is that our ability to continuously run at a high  
output is actually infinite. It is only when we begin to set time limits  
and paces, based on benchmarks such as training times, past experience  
or a comparison to others, that we are unable to maintain this  
heightened running state. So, staying true to my goal for this race –  
to “run in every step” – I try not to go out hard on the first climb and  
it feels right in that moment.

Over the ensuing 40kms I play leapfrog with Darrell Robbins and  
Clarke McClymont (the two front runners in the 100 mile team relay 
category) as we cross Big River, rise up to the summit of Mt Bogong,  
down Quartz Ridge, then up Timms Spur to Warby corner again. 

and layered: there is the potential for the passage of time to slowly 
bring to bear small irritations and turn them into major annoyances. 
The constant rocky trail, jagged edges, boggy mud holes and harsh 
incline/declines put huge demands on your body, in particular your 
feet. Finding a partner for your feet that is not only suitable to the 
extreme conditions of the high plains, but more importantly that 
allows you to move in your natural motion, is critical. 

The run up to Mt Loch car park offers up some of Australia’s most 
unique landscapes, trails and connections with nature, including 
a brief encounter with a mob of high country brumbies. As an 
ultra runner, these brief moments inspire me to keep going, the 
unpredictable beauty of a wild and unexpected moment bringing 
energy back to tired legs and mind.

This section of the run marks the ‘mid-race’ mind play phase, one 
which can make or break chances of reaching a finish line at goal 
pace. Or at all. It’s the section of the run where all too often runners 
look back at what they’ve done, check in with the pain and fatigue 
they’re experiencing, then think: “I’ve got all that to go again!” 

In our minds, that exacerbates exhaustion, the negative self-talk 
making for a slow spiral that can end in bad places. Here again my 
support crew, who know the danger of this time period in an ultra, 
remind me about “running in every step” and I manage to avoid 
the mid race mind play, and convince myself that every step of the 
run is both the first and the last.

The mostly silent run time begins to unravel my understanding  
of the unspoken connection ultra runners have with each other 
when performing this trance like dance of racing. Breaking the 
silence rhythmically, our footsteps speak volumes wordlessly 
(although Darrell does break out in the odd love ballad on some 
ascents, which gives a abstractly romantic touch to the situation). 

Running with others is a great way to break the monotonous inner 
rumble of your own two minds (or three, or four), but you are 
really only ever running within yourself. When another runner 
bursts up a climb or springs ahead down a steep descent, the test  
is to see if you have the inner control to stick to your own plan. 

Langfords Gap at 68kms marks the first checkpoint for supplies, 
and my support crew (Mum, Dad, wife Leeah and baby Harlow) are 
well aware of my intentions: a no fuss transition with a quick fill-up, 
check-in and all important smile from all. It’s amazing how much 
energy you draw from a support crew; they are a big key to unlocking 
a successful run. Your support crew needs to be in the race with 
you. They need to know what you are going through on each stage 
so that they can best help you out when you get to them. They need 
to know the course, at least on map, and understand which legs may 
be harder for you. They need to understand foods, fuel, warmth, 
spare clothes, taping. Most importantly they need to know what little 
things make you smile and bring you back to life at certain times. 

And while it may sound a little intimate, choose your shoes like you 
chose your lover. On the Alpine, the relationship is just as complex 
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“I find the dark hours on the Alpine plateaus amongst 
the most serene and connected with self.  

Senses are heightened and my focus is placed  
almost entirely within the beam width of my headlight. 

Through the concentration of my  
energy to the area closest to ‘now’, I can feel the  

momentum and use it to propel me forward.” 
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For those who do fall prey to the mind monsters, there are ways to 
combat it. One is to employ mindfulness by using a trigger to bring 
yourself back to the present moment. Often, I’ll grab a leaf off a 
tree or rub my hands in dirt. The feeling can break you from your 
mind-talk. And If you can’t break from the thinking state, then 
at least put it into true perspective – the biggest pain in the next 
80kms is actually going to be in your mind. Shut its chatter down.

Being able to side step the mind games is an internal battle that 
can be won, but the inevitable onset of darkness is one which  
I can’t control. As I leave Harrietville to run the summit of  
Mt Feathertop, I use not only the vision provided by my headlight, 
but more importantly a well trained internal vision of myself: 
running swiftly through the night. I find the dark hours on  
the Alpine plateaus amongst the most serene and connected  
with self. Senses are heightened and my focus is placed almost 

entirely within the beam width of my headlight. Through the 
concentration of my energy to the area closest to ‘now’,  
I can feel the momentum and use it to propel me forward.

As I make Federation Hut and the beginning of the final summit  
(up and back) to Mt Feathertop, I’m about to learn a valuable lesson.  
I make the decision to not waste time in putting on some extra 
clothes for protection from the cutting winds thrashing across  
the ridgeline before heading up, knowing that it is only a 30  
minute return. But I forget: it takes only a few minutes of this  
kind of weather to lower your core temperature considerably.  
Especially when it plummets to minus seven degrees. Which it does. 

After returning from the summit I spend the next 20 minutes 
layering myself in all the spare clothes I can lay my hands on, 
rubbing myself profusely with gloves and even rolling into the  
dirt of the track to try and seek some warmth, but it’s not working. 

Yo u  c a n  h a v e  i t  a l l .

Hoka OneOne ultra runner and mountain blaster Christophe le Saux flying high in his Hoka OneOne Bondi B

www.hokaoneone.com.au
http://www.hokaoneone.com.au
http://www.hokaoneone.com.au
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“Keep moving” is all I can figure. Just one step is all I need to 
break the downward spiral, but it seems the hardest step of the  
race so far. One step, one step. In times that seem hard, the  
easiest way to move through them is break them down to a simple 
action and single focus. I manage to get moving again, mindful  
that what could have been a five minute stop to put on more  
layers before going up, had turned into an hour-plus off  
my overall time. Lesson learned: if you fail to stop and fix 
something ‘in the moment’ because you think you’ll lose time…
you’re going lose a lot more later on.

From here I know I am on the final leg home and although still frozen 
to the core, the pain doesn’t fog the pleasure of reaching Bogong 
Village before dawn. Along with the decision to go light on clothing 
during this race was a decision to also go light on food.  Although 
not a big eater on endurance events, I still believe if you want to keep  
at an optimum pace until the end, you need to ‘eat for the future’. 
By this I mean start your calorie intake early in the race and keep 
going with small amounts of regular foods (that you know you can 
stomach and that will energise you...even when you don’t feel like it).  
By this stage it is too late, and my fuelling for the rest of the run 
comes from the internal source of energy...pure passion and drive.

With only 20kms to go on my Alpine Challenge adventure,  
the lessons are already seared into my legs, stomach, mind  

and core:  they are lessons about myself, my ability to focus,  
be present, accept decisions made and keep going. 

But I have one more: a simple reminder of the one practice that  
helped me break the course record for this 100-mile event. 
When my headlight battery lost power, and my spares had frozen 
up on the outside of my pack, and I was left running the final 
leg of the race with a pen light my father had given me the night 
before, it was brought home to me not just metaphorically, but 
physically, given I couldn’t see anything else. That lesson was to 
run in every step and not worry about what was ahead in the dark. 

Matt ‘Coops’ Cooper is one of Australia’s top ultra trail runners and 
trail coaches. He won the Alpine Challenge (for the second time)  
in March setting a new course record of 25:19:35. He is also lead  
trainer and director of Present Energy, which provides customised  
mentoring to help endurance trail athletes perform at their peak level. 

www.mattcooper.com.au      www.present-energy.com 

The Alpine Challenge is conducted annually in March by  
Running Wild (Victoria), which also puts on The Delatite Dahs 
(April), the Wilson’s Prom 100 (27 October) and the Razorback 
Run (24 Novermber).  

www.runningwild.net.au

www.mattcooper.com.au
www.present-energy.com
www.present-energy.com
www.runningwild.net.au
http://www.barefootinc.com.au
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Breaking  new  ground
7 4

As I pull up to the track, the sign warns me of the danger of rock falls. 
This track, like so many others on the Porthills, has been closed  
for the last year. It serves as a reminder of what happened here. 

These reminders are everywhere in Christchurch. An enormous 
earthquake has left a lot of scars across our city. At the time the 
mess was horrific. More than a year on and there is still a lot of 
clean-up to do. There are massive gaps between buildings where 
someone’s business once stood tall and proud. Other buildings 
still lay half collapsed, just waiting for someone to finish what 
Mother Nature started. Small patches of liquefaction sit waiting 
for someone to come and scoop them up. Roads have massive 
cracks in them still. Like the tracks, some are still closed. Orange 
road cones litter the roads warning of pot holes and dangers.  
All the tracks and paths are littered with lumps and cracks; if you’re 
not watching where you’re going they make perfect trip hazards. 
Wherever you go there is something to remind you of that day.

Initially these reminders were painful to see. Before they were 
scars on our city, they were like open wounds. Angry, messy and 
raw. I didn’t want to remember the nights with no power, no 
water, camping in the living room, just doing whatever we could 

to keep cabin fever at bay. The nights listening to the radio as  
we had no TV. Listening to other’s stories. Stories of heartbreak; 
people not being able to contact loved ones, people wanting  
to get out of town but nowhere to go. Stories of people who were 
alone and scared, reaching out for help from wherever it may lie. 
People had died in this quake.

Running was the furthest thing from my mind. I couldn’t see any 
point in it. There was enough to do already. There was liquefaction 
to dig, not just your own but anyone who needed help, and there 
were a lot of them. We had to walk down to get water regularly,  
then boil it to make sure it was safe to drink. Food had to be cooked 
outside as we had no electricity, and cooked properly. The last  
thing we needed was gut problems. We had to build a long drop to 
be able to go to the toilet. Simply living was enough effort for now.  

It wasn’t just that, most of those problems were sorted in time, 
(though we only just got sewerage back on). I was scared of  
what was out there. It had taken long enough to get used to how 
the world in my block had changed. I didn’t want to see what  
was really going on out there. I used to love running to discover 
the hidden secrets of the city, it was exploring. But the last thing  
I wanted to do was explore, I didn’t want to know any of its secrets.  

What happens when not just  
only trail training grounds,  

but also your psyche is ripped 
apart by one of the worst  

earthquakes in recent history? 
Words > Sam Tolra  *  Images > Nathan Hamilton
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I had seen the images of destruction on the TV and in the papers.  
But to see it for real would have been too much. I was struggling 
enough to deal with the damage in my own yard without wanting to  
see and deal with everything else out there. 

I struggled to get back into running. A promise to do an out of town 
half marathon was the only reason I did. I could have easily pulled out, 
an earthquake is a pretty good excuse, but rather than make excuses  
I decided it was time to get back into it. I picked a short track that  
would take me off the streets and not expose me to too many damaged  
parts of the city and not remind me of what was really going on. 

Running used to be an escape to me just as it is to so many other 
people out there. But there is no escaping the earthquake damage. 
Even though I picked a track that had minimal damage, it was  

Even though the pain of the earthquake is a different kind of pain,  
I realised it’s still only pain. That with time that pain will disappear 
too. That like a long trail run, it will be hard work to get through  
it but we will get there. Every journey finishes at some point.  
I’m not sure when this one will finish, it’s definitely years away,  
but now I know that if we keep going we will get there.  

Now as I run through new and different places, I can see the wounds 
heal, the scars slowly disappear. The city is still raw and exposed 
but as I explore more I see new exciting buildings and businesses 
are popping up in the rubble. New cafes and bars are appearing. 
Suburbs are changing and evolving new shopping and entertainment 
areas while the cbd has defiantly made a start but is  still years  
from opening fully. The healing is happening, and by being  
out among it I share and feel the hope that we will get through it. 

still there. Still letting me know what was waiting for me as soon  
as the run was over. What was waiting at the end of the track. 

At the half marathon I was under-trained and anxious about it all. 
It was a cold wet day, and I really hadn’t done enough to do a half 
properly. But as I struggled through I realised that unlike all my 
other runs there were no signs of earthquake out there. The run  
was mostly on fire roads through forest and it felt amazing to finally  
be amongst the world again. My legs were suffering, but this was  
a different kind of pain, this was a pain I knew how to deal with,  
a pain that I knew after a few days rest would be gone again. Not like 
the emotional pain I was experiencing back in town. It was nice to 
feel normal pain again. Even though my legs felt heavy and sore I 
felt more alive than I had for a long time. Any other time I would 
have been concerned about the pain; this time it spurred me on. 

They constantly say we will be like a phoenix rising out of the ashes, 
and as I look now I can see that phoenix taking shape. But I had to 
stop looking at the ashes to see it. I had to stop looking at the scars 
and remembering what we went through. I had to start seeing them as 
a testament to what we have been through and kept going. Our limits 
as a city have been tested like never before, but we have kept going.  
We have been knocked down but now we are slowly getting back up. 

As I run the local tracks and paths and watch this phoenix rise,  
I feel like I am running through its veins, feeling its heartbeat.  
It’s a spiritual connection to Christchurch that only gets stronger 
with each and every run. It fills me with hope. I’m optimistic  
that even though the path is long, we will get to the end.

Sam Tolra is the Head Trainer at Gymless Fitness & Health in Christchurch.
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AWAREFOOT
RUNNING

When you find yourself with a hazy mind winding  
through the trees on a deserted trail early one weekend 
morning there are many questions that filter into  
the mind.  Where’s the next chance of some food?   
Is that really a twinge under my kneecap or am I  
just fatigued? How much of a boost would those  
little nuts on that tree give me?  Some of the many 
questions that race across a bonking runner’s mind.  

But bigger than these and far more important and the one  
that every teacher, banker, parent, swim coach, everyone should  
be asking, the obvious one goes unasked. Why?

Modern life is a blessing. There are fewer wars than ever before 
(believe it or not), our kids can dream of having a life without 
significant suffering just as many of us now do and the daily  
task of living, surviving and procreating is easier than at any  
point in humanity’s ascendancy. 

Words > Garry Dagg  *  Images > Courtesy of Barefoot Inc/Vibram Five Fingers 

But the race to keep going in a culture where the word more and 
better mean the same thing have led to this simple, three letter 
question almost disappearing from our vocabulary. 

We are always keen to know the what and where, celebrity culture has us 
obsessed on who, when is always now, but what has happened to ‘why’?

As trail runners we instinctively know the answer why; at least when 
we think of why we run trails. It is a concept hard to articulate yet 
easy to know. The beauty of the trail, the feeling of harmony, the 
testing of self and sense are all oft quoted answers but deep down 
below this, what is the true appeal of the trail?  

For me the answer lies within the idea of existentialism, the notion 
that we are our own existence and what we feel, sense, imagine and 
experience is the totality of who we are.  People brought up on 
religion and the tradition of a single, all-encompassing truth are 
repelled by the idea, threatened by it.  It is rid of all the comforting 
ideas of an after life, an all-seeing protector and a humble but 
worthy place in the world for all. For the barefoot runner, there 
can be no better philosophy.
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Few things encapsulate existentialism better than running; it is with  
our breathing, heartbeat and will that we are alone in our element.  
People try to complicate this and shed the feat that existentialism 
inspires by donning GPS watches, heart monitors, tech-savvy clothes 
and all manner of gadgets.  This renews their connection to the 
known world, the concrete and stable.  If they can’t bring gadgets 
onto their run many bring thoughts into their minds, clouding 
their run with replays of recent conversations, delving into  
the inanities of the day or envisioning the days and runs ahead.  

Even when runners choose to run solo it is rarely so as they are 
accompanied in their mind by the worries of the non-running 
world and the concerns of what awaits them at the end of the run. 
There are many an ultra runner who push themselves through limits 
of exhaustion to rid themselves of these burdens and who pursue a 
calm mind through sheer fatigue, yet the majority of people prefer 
to carry these thoughts along with them, a companion on the run.

Supporting some runner’s need on the lonely slog is the modern 
running shoe.  Bulked up, padded and stylized, the shoe supports, 

comforts and links the runner back to their culture, their known 
world.  If I am supported by modernity below, a runner believes,  
I have nothing to fear and have no need to let go.  I am still attached.  
The shoe keeps its wearer connected to the world outside of  
the trail and happily clear of the great abyss of letting yourself go.

The barefoot trail runner says plunge in.  Flitting barefoot  
across a trail is an existential experience where technique,  
focus, mind and body are vital and the moments of existence  
are the unseen companion. 

Running for many fanatics is the highlight of a day or week, 
something thought about, yearned for and replayed once  
gone and often defining of who we are. We are trail runners,  
we are ultramarathoners, we are middle distance athletes.  
Yet out on the trail how many truly become what we hold 
ourselves to be rather than be drowned out by mental chatter 
and the flood of thoughts and cerebral activity? Minimalist trail 
running negates that, forcing the mind into a concentration  
on the moment, the process of movement with the necessity of  

“THE BAREFOOT TRAIL RUNNER  
SAYS PLUNGE IN.   

FLITTING BAREFOOT ACROSS  
A TRAIL IS AN EXISTENTIAL 

EXPERIENCE WHERE TECHNIQUE, 
FOCUS, MIND AND BODY  

ARE VITAL AND THE MOMENTS  
OF EXISTENCE ARE  

THE UNSEEN COMPANION.”

being absorbed in each step, foot placement and the mechanics  
of propelling forward. Gliding barefoot, or minimalist, across  
a trail reduces everything to the moment and the joy of existence.

As minimalist running becomes more and more accepted as a 
training tool for all runners, so too will the joy that brings.  
Our urban consumer lifestyles don’t lend themselves to letting  
go but awarefoot running does just that.  Leave the house with only  
a pair of minimalist shoes aboard and let your mind do the rest.

As Trail Run Mag’s resident barefoot/minimalist sage, Garry Dagg will 
continue to write on issues, opinions, styles and techniques of barefoot/
minimalist running. And he’ll test the bejesus (a sandal wearer) out  
of all and sundry models now flooding the market. He’s on board not to  
convert (much), but to offer a perspective. Agree or not, better to be aware,  
even if you’re not a fan of being bare. We welcome your opinions on  
the barefoot debate – fling them through on   info@trailrunmag.com  
or Facebook them at   www.facebook.com/trailrunmag 
Garry will also write regularly on the topic online, so sign up for his  
blogs and news feeds at   www.trailrunmag.com

mailto:info@trailrunmag.com
www.facebook.com/trailrunmag
www.trailrunmag.com
http://www.mountainrunning.coolrunning.com.au
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Aim > Give your spine mobility and strengthen your core,  
while increasing lower back and hammy flexibility.  
Important for stride length and general core conditioning.

How it works >
• Mobilises spine
• Strengthens core
• Stretches hamstrings and calves
• Creates flow

Starting position >  
Lie on back with arms stretched over ead. Flexed feet in line  
with pelvis. Core engaged (a drawing up and in sensation  
without bracing). Shoulderblades flat and steady against back. 

Inhale > Nod chin and lift head off floor, lift arms to sky. 
Exhale > Slowly roll spine off floor, one vertebrae  
at a time and reach hands to feet (or past if flexible).  
Keep core drawing back and in, shoulders relaxed, chin tucked. 
Inhale > Stack spine up to sky moving from core.  
Lift arms simultaneously but keep neck and shoulders relaxed. 
Exhale > Roll back onto floor.  
Keep core engaged, neck and shoulders relaxed.

Challenging surfaces, up- and 
downhill, frequently changing 
direction, duck the low hanging 
branch, hurdle the fallen log –  
like not other form, trail running  
requires strong core, limber 
spine, good balance and active  
stabilising muscles. But running  
alone won’t give you the steel 
core you need to prevent injury  
and improve performance.

Hardcore
Without a good maintenance routine for your 
body, one that attends to inner strengths,  
you may be setting yourself up for problems 
down the track. Muscular imbalances, 
compensation and tightness in your body  
can lead to fatigue, pain and injuries. 

Must be about time you gave some mobilising 
exercises, a strong core routine and  
releasing stretches a go. Here’s our top five:

Words > Sol Walkling  
Images > Lyndon Marceau   
www.marceauphotography.com

1
CATERPILLAR
THE

http://marceauphotography.com/
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Aim > Ease out lower back and legs while stretching lateral  
leg and increasing spine’s rotation. Important for  
twisting movements, side stepping, ducking and weaving.

How it works >
• Mobilises spine
• Rotates spine
• Strengthens core
• Stretches hamstrings, calves + lateral leg muscles
• Open chest

Starting position > Lie on back with left knee hugged  
into chest, right foot flexed and right leg anchored to floor.  
Both sides of waist same length, core engaged, shoulders relaxed. 

Inhale > Straighten left leg to sky, place hands  
around ankle or calf (where you can reach) and nod head.
Exhale > Slowly roll head and spine off floor, walking  
your hands up the leg (move leg away from you if hammies  
or lower back are tight), keep core engaged and use  
core muscles to lift, not arms. Shoulders stay relaxed.
Inhale > Hit long line with spine,  
draw leg close and broaden collarbones.
Exhale > Roll back onto floor walking hands  
down leg and drawing knee into chest.  
Keep core engaged, neck and shoulders relaxed.

Repeat three times one side then, on fourth rep, stay  
upright, bring opposite hand to outside of flexed left foot. 

With engaged core and straight spine, twist to left bringing 
outstretched left arm behind. Long lines through  
both legs and arms if possible. Hold for a few breaths. 

To Modify > place left foot on floor and use left  
knee to press right hand against as you twist.

To finish cartwheel left arm up to sky and to feet lowered  
onto floor. Forward hamstring stretch, lengthen spine back  
up and then roll back down drawing right knee into chest. 

Repeat on other side.

2CLIMB A

TREE

8 5

http://www.runningwildnz.com/wild-tours/tots/
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Aim > Open front body and create a long, limber spine. 
Important for uphill runs where you want to keep tall and  
open to bring more oxygen to muscles and stay at ease  
rather than hunching over. The exercise also helps  
to stabilise single-sided and across the body, helping  
with uneven surfaces and side stepping.

How it works > 
• Mobilise spine, hips and shoulders 
• Strengthen core 
• Stretch hipflexors 
• Creates flow

Starting position > Table top kneeling - hands under 
shoulders, knees under hips. Shoulderblades flat  
and steady against back. Lower back with neutral “dip”,  
core active. Wrist creases parallel to the front of the mat.

Inhale > Lift right arm and left leg  
simultaneously. Keep core stable. 
Exhale > Draw right armd to left knee, tuck head  
and tailbone under and curve spine up to sky.  
(To modify catstretch position with knees and hands on floor.) 
Inhale >  Lift right arm and left leg simultaneously.  
Find long line through spine. 
Exhale > Set hand and knee on floor. 

Repeat on other side. 

Aim > Strengthens legs and core in long line.  
Important to create a long stride with  
steady hips and greater force on push-off.

How it works > 
• Open front body (hip flexors, chest) 
• Strengthen backbody 
• Creates stability in core and upper body  
 against movement

Starting position >  
Seated, legs gently pressed together and stretched  
out to toes. Hands a foot’s width behind and  
palms down, fingers splayed and turned out.  
Core long and engaged, leaning back and gently  
drawing tips of shoulderblades down back.

Exhale > Squeeze buttocks and lift pelvis  
up to long line from head to toes. 
Inhale > Lift right leg. Keep core stable. 
Exhale > Slowly lower.

Repeat on other side.  
Lower slowly when finished.

To Modify > Work with reverse table top position.  
Feet under knees, 90 degree bend shoulder  
and knees. Either just hold or lift lower bent leg.

3

4
AKA THE
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Sustains energy. Optimises performance. Enhances fat burn. Speeds recovery.

www.runningdivas.com.au

Australian stockist of GENERATION UCAN
Running Divas Australia

‘It gives me great peace of mind knowing that I’m using 
a drink to recover, in training and on race day that agrees 
with my stomach.’

Benita Willis 2012 Olympic Marathon Team Australia

Aim > Creates strength in leg (in particular  
lateral aspect) through full range of forward and  
backward motion while balancing and core stabilising.  
Important for all aspects of trailrunning.

How it works > 
• Core stability 
• Strengthen lateral aspect of leg 
• Strengthen shoulder stability 
• Full body control

Starting position > Kneeling, right thigh vertical, left 
leg long and out to side, foot parallel to body and pressed 
into floor. Right body hinging to right, right hand on 
floor underneath shoulder. Fingers splayed. Left arm 
reaching to sky. Shoulderblades back and down, pit of 
belly flat, ribcage drawing down.

Exhale > Squeeze buttocks and lift left leg  
(in line with hip if able). 
Inhale > Flex foot and draw left leg forwards,  
double kick with leg straight, core steady, heel pushing. 
Exhale > Point foot and draw behind body.  
Leg straight, core active. NO tilting of pelvis!

Repeat. Then repeat on other side.  
Lower slowly when finished.

To Modify > Top arm can be on hip.  
To modify further > Lie on side with hand supporting 
head, elbow in line with body and move leg from here.

KNEELING
5SIDE 

KICK  Pilates and yoga instructor and long 
distance triathlete, Sol Walkling, began her 
journey when an injury stopped her from 
running. Along the way she discovered that 
some exercises were particularly relevant  
for improving performance and staving  
off injury in the trail running sphere.  
Stay in tune with Sol and her teachings at: 

Twitter >     bodymindsol 
Facebook >   Body, Mind & Sol 
Web >   www.bodymindsol.com

http://twitter.com/#!/bodymindsol
www.bodymindsol.com
http://www.runnningdivas.com.au
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secure fit and less pressure on the top of your foot. The upper  
also sees the outer overlays extending further to the front and back. 
This adds to the firmness and protection and likely increases the 
stiffness of the upper.

Some argued that the lugs on the 6 were inadequate and lost 
traction. I felt they did a pretty good job. But a popular return  
to the triangular lugs of earlier models on the new 7 means even 
better grip. I like that the mini fins through the arch region have 
been retained as they work great when you hit a root or rock 
midfoot. The low profile of the lugs works well on bitumen and 
pavement. Brooks have hit a sweet balance with the tread providing 
a really serviceable pattern that works on most surfaces with really 
only the dedicated mud-runners (see Inov8 Bare Grip) out 
performing in the wet. 

The BioMoGo is retained and although I have no idea what it is,  
I am a big fan. The ride is firm but cushioned if that is at all 
possible. Despite a traditional 10mm heel-to-toe drop (down  
from 11.3mm in the 6s), these guys feel low-set and there is  
plenty of feedback from the trail. 

The low-volume snug fit stops your foot sliding around on the 
steep descents. Unfortunately that means that if you have a wide 
forefoot you will find these run a little narrow. 

The tapered upper is almost scalloped over the little toe and can 
cause pressure, especially if you are used to your toes spreading out.  
And this was my major disappointment with this new model. 

Brooks has definitely improved on an already bombproof shoe  
but they didn’t address the lack of toe-box room, meaning I had  
to limit the length of my runs.  

If Brooks would just build a bigger toe-box or offer width  
sizing these could become my go-to ultra shoe. As they are I  
can only wear them short distances and then I find I tend to grab  
a lighter, minimalist shoe.

At a listed weight of 338gm for men’s size 9 these are by no means a 
minimalist shoe. But they don’t claim to be. The protective rock-plate 
covers just the forefoot but does a great job of deflecting sharp rocks.  
A solid toe bumper adds protection. The technology includes  
a four-point pivot post set-up that works like a suspension system.  
There is still plenty of flexibility with flex grooves carved into the 
outsole. And the smooth ride I enjoyed in the 6s is still there.  

If your feet are wide forget this one. But if you are lucky enough to  
fit into these you will be treated to a great all-round trail shoe. In a  
market flooded by a wave of minimalist trail runners, if you are looking  
for a more conventional approach including a regular heel height  
and heel-to-toe drop of 10mm it is hard to go past the Cascadia 7. 

www.brooksrunning.com.au
9 1BROOKS CASCADIA 7  >  TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

At Sixes & Sevens
I LOVED THE CASCADIA 6.  

A LOT OF CASCADIA FANS, APPARENTLY, DIDN’T.   
SO BROOKS TOOK NOTICE AND REJIGGED THE  

NEW CASCADIA 7: A CLASSIC TRAIL SHOE  
THAT TICKS NEARLY ALL THE BOXES. THE RESULT  

IS THE RIGHT BLEND OF TRACTION,  
STABILITY, PROTECTION AND JUST ENOUGH  

CUSHIONING TO TAKE ON JUST ABOUT ANY SURFACE. 

BROOKS CASCADIA 7

Great for > Running trails: you name it, any sort,  

technical, rocky, soft, loose, hard. 

Not so great for > Runners with wide feet.

Test conditions > Mix of trail including loose sand  

and dirt, hard compacted firetrail, loose gravel  

and stones, hard rock (wet and dry), creeks, technical  

singletrack, mud, puddles. Total test mileage 70km.

Tester > Andy Hewat, ultrarunner with 16 x 100  

milers including 3 x Hardrock, 1 x Western States,  

6 x Great North Walk and 5 x Glasshouse. Race Director  

for Great Ocean Walk100s and Bogong to Hotham. 

Tester mechanics > Mild over pronator with fairly  

wide forefoot and low arches. Major arthritis in big toe  

joints of both feet so appreciate protection.

Supplier >  Big thanks to Texas Peak and Brooks  

for providing the Cascadia 7 for testing. 

RRP  AU > $240

I hadn’t worn Cascadias prior to the 6’s and was massively 
impressed by them. Inevitably I cringed when the new model  
came out, fearing the worst. Well, apparently I am the inverse  
of most Cascadia fans. Apparently if you loved the earlier  
models up to about the 4, you likely didn’t approve of the 6.  
Good news: the 7 is a return to the formula that made the  
earlier models so successful. Consequently, I found this shoe 
didn’t really suit my feet. Which is a shame, as it is a really  
well built trail shoe.

While the differences appear marginal, they are significant.  
A new curved lacing system arcs across the top of your foot  
and creates a more snug feel. The ‘floating eyelets’ on the 6’s  
have gone but double loop-holes in the tongue coupled with this 
curved lacing arrangement and fully webbed tongue make for a 
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I LOVE THE OLD SURFER  
TERM ‘KNARLY’. IT’S A WORD  
ENTIRELY APPROPRIATE TO THE  
INOV-8 BARE-GRIPS (I) BECAUSE  
THEY LOOK IT (ASSUMING  
YOU’RE INTO LIME GREEN,  
GREEN OR GREEN); (II) BECAUSE  
THAT’S THE KIND OF TRAILS THEY  
EAT UP FOR SNACK TIME AND  
(III) HAVE YOU SEEN THOSE LUGS?  
SPIDERMAN COULD DO WORSE. 

9 2 INOV8 BARE-GRIP 200 > REVIEW 

Grippy Bear
But the warning is this: while they smash pretty much anything out 
of the forest for sheer grip per square centimetre of dirt, they not 
for the faint hearted or the faint of calf.  Zero drop from heel to toe 
means these are squarely minimalist territory and, just as you’re not 
really going to get the best from a Ferrari Testarossa unless you’ve 
been driving some kind of supercar for a few years, you’ll never 
squeeze the best performance from these puppies unless you know 
how to drive them (and your legs and technique are up to muster). 

So let’s assume all you coveters of cushion (hello, Roger), have 
stopped reading and I’m now only talking to those with open minds 
and rock hard gastrocnemi (plural for gastrocnemius? Calf muscles, 
people.). These are a minimalist madman’s dreamboat shoe for 
getting off road. Up, down, sideways – their sticky rubber lugs-on-
steroids sucker to the ground. You sail over slippery rock, ice, mush, 
mud, leaf litter – the lot. Well, not the lot. The only Achilles’ heel 
in terms of grip is if you happen across clay-mud. That’s the goopy, 
gluggy mess that is to the Bare-Grip as Kryptonite is to Superman.  

INOV8 BARE-GRIP 200 

Great for > slippery, muddy trails, windy,  
technical trails, barefoot adherents who need tractor  

grip, going fast, better proprioception.

Not so great for  >first time trailites , runners used  
to a high heel-toe drop differential, flat, hard packed  
run surfaces, sharp debris-strewn trails, fat footers,  

dog poo and clay-mud conditions which clog the lugs.

Test conditions >  
85km varied singletrack, some sand stretches,  

slippery surfaces, softer forest trails.   

Tester > Chris Ord, editor Trail Run Mag      

Tester mechanics > slight pronator, battling  
runners’ knee but getting stronger, moving to  
mid-forefoot strike, lapsing when tired to heel erg,  

messy mechanics, needs a serious tune up.

Supplier > Big thanks to Inov8 and  
Barefoot Inc. for supplying shoes for testing.

RRP > AU$99 (on sale at time of writing)

If it’s claggy enough, it’ll clog the grip and you’ll be lugging (pun intended) 
much more than the 200grams the Bare-Grips weigh in at when nude. 

As a minimalist number, you can be sure that your foot works hard 
in these shoes – as it should. For me that’s a good thing – better 
proprioception, more ground feel, increased grip sense and so for me, 
more immersion in the true experience of the trail underfoot. 

In a way these remind me of my old cross country shoes but without  
the spikes: there’s not much to them in terms of meat. The upper  
has a lightweight flexible mesh cupped in a this laminate metacradle – 
the strips that connect the lace eyelets to the middle, meaning when  
you lace in the whole thing tightens up snug around the foot. 

There’s some minimal protection on relevant section of the upper  
to stave off a blow out for those big toe-off runners. A toe-cap gives 
fairly good rubber protection, enough to keep at bay a puncture  
but not enough to ignore a solid rock kick. 

Inside is a basic innersole offering a few mills of cushioning with plenty  

of holes for drainage (the Barefoots drained fast, dried out quickly). 

Going sockless for kicks, I did experience some rub up front, but 
that could also be down to a narrow last and toebox. With socks they 
were better and they stretched across the forefoot with wear.  A slight 
rubber arch build-up on the outer gave a hint of medial and lateral 
stability. The metaflex line – a weaker part in outer sole that allows 
for forefoot-to-toe flex will be enjoyed by those strong in toe kick.

The Inov8 Bare-Grip is a fun, superlightweight, specialist trail 
shoe, that while never likely to be the primary go-to for training, 
is the sportscar you take out on weekends, and to go-fasts for 
shorter distances that you race every so often.

One thing is for sure: when people see the green flash, they’ll  
be crying ‘Knarly!’. If you’re going fast enough, they may extend 
that to a ‘Dude!’.

www.inov-8.com       www.barefootinc.com.au 
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specific anatomical lasts, they have a wide, spacey forefoot  
designed to allow your toes to spread and work more naturally. 

The heel is narrow enough for a snug and supportive fit but the curved 
last follows the shape of your foot and then opens into one of the  
most spacious toe-boxes you will find. For those used to a regular snug 
shoe this can make them feel too big at first. But the space lets your  
feet function as they were meant to and as an added bonus provides  
much needed room to accommodate any swelling late in a race. 

The overall feel is low and flat. Coming from a conventional raised 
shoe you almost feel like your heel is sinking below the horizontal. 
The thin midsole and absence of raised heel puts you much closer  
to the ground and you get a better feel for the trail than with 
traditional runners. With the insole in place your foot is only 
22.5mm off the ground, which sounds like a lot until you compare 
with the traditional height of up to 35mm. 

There are no stabilising devices but the broad base and low profile 
keep you stable. They are relatively light at a listed weight of 280gm 
for size 9 but not minimalist light by any means. 

On the outsole, well spread lugs provide great traction on all but the 
slickest mud. The wide spacing of the mini-cleats avoids trapping debris 
and helps shed mud yet still provides a smooth enough ride to cope 
with some time on sealed surfaces. There is a peculiar little rubber flap 
hanging off the back called the ‘rudder’, which doesn’t seem to actually 
serve any purpose but it also doesn’t seem to cause any harm. 

Despite being zero-drop the Lone Peak can’t really be called minimal  
as it is actually quite beefy. The solid rubber toe bumper and the leather 
look overlays, shaped like a silhouette mountain range add to foot 
protection but also increase weight. The uniform midsole provides 
just enough cushioning to make these a contender for the really long 
stuff but is thin enough to give you excellent trail feedback.  With a 
full-length protection plate called the Stoneguard you get good defence 
against any stone bruising. This plate is welded between the midsole and 
the shoe body, which is unusual but definitely effective as the midsole 
soaks up the impact of sharp objects before they hit the plate. 

The whole package screams durability and they claim to be built to last 
well over 1000km per pair. After 100km mine still look like new so I 
have no doubt this will be true.

These shoes fill that niche of a zero heel-to-toe drop while still being 
solid, mildly cushioned and very protective, making them a serious 
contender for a trail 100 miler. They perform well on any trail, the 
rougher the better and the refreshingly roomy toe-box coupled with 
the zero-drop makes them attractive to the barefoot brigade looking 
for a shoe to wear in ultras. I just love the extra feel for the trail, the 
great traction, the responsiveness and performance of the zero-drop 
platform. Just remember to transition slowly or risk calf and Achilles 
strains under the extra loading. 

www.injinjiperformanceproducts.com.au

www.altrazerodrop.com.au 
9 5ALTRA LONE PEAK > TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

SIMPLY PUT, THE ALTRA LONE PEAK ARE  
A STRAIGHTFORWARD, NO-NONSENSE,  

STURDILY BUILT, SERIOUS TRAIL  
SHOE WITH ZERO HEEL-TO-TOE DIFFERENTIAL. 

ALTRA LONE PEAK

Great for > Running trails:  
you name it, any sort, technical, rocky, soft, loose,  
hard. In fact the rougher the better!

 Not so great for >  
Anyone not adjusted to low heeled shoes.

Test conditions >  
Mix of trail including loose sand and dirt,  
hard compacted firetrail, loose gravel and stones,  
hard rock (wet and dry), creeks, steep technical  
singletrack (and lots of it!), mud, puddles.  
Total test mileage 100km. 

Tester > Andy Hewat, ultrarunner with 16 x 100  
milers including 3 x Hardrock, 1 x Western States,  
5 x Great North Walk and 5 x Glasshouse. Race Director  
for Great Ocean Walk100s and Bogong to Hotham.  

Tester mechanics > Mild over pronator with  
fairly wide forefoot and low arches. Major arthritis  
in big toe joints of both feet so appreciate protection.

Supplier > Big thanks to Injinji Performance Products 
Australia for providing the Lone Peaks for testing. 

RRP  AU$160  

Retro in appearance, they feature a wide forefoot and low to the 
ground profile with an evenly spaced midsole. Slip them on and  
you just want to go hit some trail. The Lone Peaks are built tough  
to take on the rough stuff. But beware, these are a true ‘zero- 
drop’ shoe so they demand respect and a realistic transition  
period (unless you are already running zero-drop). If you’re  
not, these will convert you. And good luck restraining yourself.  
These puppies scream for trail. The rougher the better. 

As a relatively new player on the Australian scene, Altra has  
embraced the zero drop/minimalist principles and created  
a genuine trail offering. ‘Zero drop’ means just that:  
the forefoot and heel thickness are the same. The idea is to  
promote a more natural mid-forefoot strike. Built on gender-

9 4
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“THEY ARE MY FAVOURITE TRAIL 
SHOES EVER!” SPURTS A TRAIL 
MATE, LOOKING LOVINGLY AT MY 
FIRE ENGINE RED COIFFED FEET (THE 
ADORATION FELT A LITTLE WEIRD,  
I ADMIT). HE WANTS THEM.  
THE SHOES THAT IS, NOT MY FEET. 
THE DROOL GIVES IT AWAY.  
I KNOW HE ONLY HAS THE XT-
WINGS2, WHICH IS KIND OF  
LIKE HAVING A COMMODORE 
WAGON COMPARED TO YOUR  
MATE HAVING AN HSV STATESMAN. 

the earth below better than most, a chevron pattern designed to  
shed debris and grooves providing good forefoot flexibility.  

Essentially, I enjoyed nearly every aspect of the S-Labs bar the fact  
that I’m now more used to much less heel, and the fact that they 
rubbed ever so slightly on my inside forefoot. I don’t have a fat foot, 
but it’s obviously just out of whack with the Salomon last which is 
notoriously better suited to narrow-average width feet. Also, watch the 
sizing – I am most often a US10.5 but would need an 11 in Salomon.

The S-Labs are a more stable, lighter but just as bulletproof shoe  
as the XT Wings 2 ever was, and perfect for the widest range of  
trail conditions you can imagine. We all have a wardrobe full of  
trail shoes (you do don’t you, I’m normal, right?), but if you were 
limited to only one trail shoe, and one only, this perhaps would  
be a sensible and worthwhile choice. Unless you have fat feet.  
And for me, therein lies the rub. 

www.salomon.com/au 
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SALOMON S-LAB XT WINGS 4

Great for > varied trail terrain, heavy heel landers,  
those who like structure around their foot,  
long trail hauls, ultras.

Not so great for  > fat of feet, minimalists  
(although they have better ground feel in the forefoot  
than some other Salomons).

Test conditions >  
125km varied trail, half fire trail, half single track,  
some sand, mostly softer underfoot, technical sections   

Tester > Chris Ord, editor Trail Run Mag   

Tester mechanics > slight pronator, battling runners’  
knee but getting stronger, moving to mid-forefoot strike,  
lapsing when tired to heel erg, messy mechanics,  
needs a serious tune up.

Supplier > Big thanks to Salomon Australia  
and Amer Sports for supplying shoes for testing.

RRP > AU$229

Note > While this review was being written, the new  
Salomon S-Lab XT Wings 5 arrived fresh and screaming  
for dirt in Australia. So back to the testing lab...

svelte version for going fast.

Both the S-Lab and the XT2s feature 12mm heel-to-toe but the 
up-specced former has a lower overall cushion height, meaning  
it offers a touch more ground feel (relatively, it’s still a fairly  
heavily cushioned shoe). 

My favourite feature is the flared heel print – part of the so- 
called Agile Chassis System – giving real stability on uneven 
ground, without overdoing it (which can push negatively into  
the ability to feel and react to the trail quickly). 

The S-Lab’s triple-density EVA midsole is the heart of the cushy 
ride you get with these, and, if you’re into the control philosophy  
and a pronator, the inherent pronation control does assist stability.

The Quicklace system provides fast and even lacing and the lace 
pocket keeps the plastic lace grip stashed minimising any lace  
flick annoyance. The catch can be a tad fiddly.

The rubber toe cap does the job and grip design holds on to  

I know how he feels and so do you – we all want the new Salomon 
Sense, Jornet’s new-to-market and hard to get your hands on beast 
that isn’t quite to market Down Under. But I’m pretty chuffed  
at the S-Labs, too, after rounding them out on the trails. 

I’d been offered a review pair just at the time of life where  
I’m moving to a forefoot strike, so I was concerned that with  
12mm heel-to-toe drop, they were going to send me backwards.  
And it did feel a little weird, given to the eye the S-Labs have  
a heel to make Imelda Marcos twitch an eye. 

So my first forays were a negotiation between my (new) running  
style and the shoes. The middle ground was that in the S-Labs  
I became a ‘whole of foot striker on the outside, a forefoot on  
the inside’. Felt strange, worked well. 

This gives clue as to why iRunFar’s review of these stated that the  
XT Wings line in general represents an “uber-stable, all-mountain, 
cush-riding shoe.”  Heavy landers will like the XT line. The fact  
that the S-Labs are about 50grams lighter means they are a more 

Gives you Wings

SALOMON S-LAB XT WINGS 4  >  TRAIL SHOE REVIEW

www.salomon.com/au
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Above > Smattering of snowfall at the Australian  

Mountain Running Championships, Hobart. 

Photo by Anita Welsh > www.anitawelsh.photomerchant.net

Left > Joshua Phillips puts in the night  

trail paces, with Ay Up lights guiding the way.  

Photo by Lyndon Marceau > www.marceauphotography.com  

T R A I L  P O R N

Presented by
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Above > Ultraman Mike Le Roux runs Red Bluff, Cairns, Qld. 

Photo by Muzza > www.extremephotography.com.au

Left > Andrew Tuckey on his way to being the first Aussie  

home and third overall at The North Face100, NSW.  

Photo by Lyndon Marceau > www.marceauphotography.com

1 0 0 TRAIL PORN >

www.extremephotography.com.au
http://marceauphotography.com/
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The designers of Trail Run could design your ads. Something to ponder on your next 40k run.

www.the bird collective.com.au
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LIKE FOR INSTANCE, THIS MAGAZINE.
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Above > The Sandes man delivers – Ryan on his  

way to winning The North Face 100, NSW. 

Photo by Lyndon Marceau > www.marceauphotography.com

www.marceauphotography.com
http://www.thebirdcollective.com.au
http://www.brooksrunning.com.au/
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Or maybe that’s just the sweet waft of dirt not-long ground  
into the lugs of your trail shoes, which sit by the front door —  
a welcome reminder of the weekend’s mountain jaunt. 

But the blood screams for more. The legs are sore, yet they  
pine for a warm down. A warm up. A flat out blast along  
some winding, wet, wonderful singletrack. But where to go?  
Only got an hour (which you know can stretch to three).

Trail Mag has the answer(s). Here. In this guide. Each edition  
we’ll bring you step by step trail run guides, all within an hour  
of a major city or town in Australia or New Zealand, all  
between 5km and 30km, all worth zipping out to for a trail fix. 

We’ve also included some post-trail goodness ‘cause we’re  human;  
we’re caffeine freaks too (strong latte – sometimes double espresso,  
but only on race days), and we love the smell of fresh eggs and  
bacon after pounding the paths. Welcome to the goodness guide.

TRAIL GUIDES
YO U  K N OW  T H E Y ’ R E  T H E R E :  

T H O S E  P R I ST I N E  T R A I L S .  C L O S E .  N OT  FA R  F R O M  

YO U R  D O O R ST E P.  YO U  C A N  S M E L L  T H E M … 

P R E S E N T S

WIN SALOMON GEAR!

All you gotta do is be part of the action. 

Yes, we need trail correspondents! If you think there’s  
a cracking trail the world needs to know about, go research  
it, write it up, shoot a photo and send it in. We do have  
a bit of a style going, so be sure to check out the guidelines  
and download the pro forma before you do at >

trailrunnermag.wordpress.com/contribute

If your guide is chosen as the ‘Editor’s Pick’ of the  
issue, you’ll win some great Salomon Trail Gear. 

So go running, get writing and start window shopping at 

www.salomon.com/au

http://trailrunnermag.wordpress.com/contribute/
http://www.salomon.com/au
http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/
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TONGARIRO  
ALPINE  

CROSSING

TO N GA R I R O,  N O RT H  I S L A N D,  N Z  >  Your guide: Olivier Caire Presented by

R U N  I T  > 

Start at the car park at the end of the Mangatepopo Road. From there, 
the track is very well prepared and obvious. Follow the track up the 
Mangatepopo Valley, pass the Soda Springs, up the Devil Staircase  
to the South Crater saddle, across the South Crater and up the ridge  
to the Red Crater. Down the scree to the Emerald Lake and across the  
plateau to the Blue Lake. 

From there, follow the track to the Ketetahi car park. All the way across 
to the other car park at the end of the crossing, the track is marked with 
poles every 50 meters or so. These poles can be difficult to spot in heavy 
fog condition across both craters.

Logistical warning: the central plateau is isolated and driving to and from 
there take time but is worth the effort! We decided to go for a drive-run-
drive on the same day, but the best option is to spend the night in one of 
the many lodges of National Park (The Park Travellers Lodge is a very good 
backpacker option  www.the-park.co.nz  ) or the Discovery Lodge  
www.discovery.net.nz  owned by Callum Harland, current holder of  
the Tongariro Crossing Run Record. This option is a bit “higher market”.

All of these lodges organise buses, running shuttle to the Mangatepopo 
car park from 7am. It is highly recommended to hop on the first  
shuttle to limit the number of walkers in front of you when you will  
climb the Devil Staircase. The other option is to have two cars and drop 
one at the finish line.

P O ST  R U N  G O O D N E S S  >
The different lodges in National Park have cafés and restaurants.  
Otherwise, you will have to drive to Taupo to find a decent size  
town with large choice of cafes, restaurants. Additionally, there are  
naturally heated hotpools in Turangi, 20 minutes away from the end  
of the track. Very efficient for muscle recovery.

T R A I L  T I P S  > 

N E A R BY  TOW N /C I T Y  >  
Auckland (340kms), Taupo (84kms),  
Turangi (34kms), National Park (16kms)

E X AC T  L O C AT I O N  >  
End of Mangatepopo Road, Tongariro  
National Park, New Zealand.

TOTAL ROUTE DISTANCE > 
19.5–20kms + additional side trips.

TIME TO RUN > 
2.5hr to 3.5hr depending on the level of  
fitness and amount of time spent taking photos.  
NZ Mountain Runner Champion Callum  
Harland currently holds the record at 1h25min 

TYPE OF TRAIL >Point to point trail, from  
the Mangatepopo car park to the Ketetahi car park.

D I F F I C U LT Y  >Moderate to Hard.

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS >  
Steep ascent and descent; run down screes;  
rocks, large number of steps (both during  
the ascent and the descent).

FEATURES OF INTEREST >  
Glacial valleys, rare plants, volcanic formations,  
views over the Central plateau, volcanoes and lakes.

O N L I N E  R E F E R E N C E  >  
connect.garmin.com/activity/13667698
M A P S  >PRefer to the Department Of  
Conservation website for available Maps  
www.doc.govt.nz   (follow links through  
parks-and-recreation > tracks-andwalks).

www.the-park.co.nz
www.the-park.co.nz
www.discovery.net.nz
http://connect.garmin.com/activity/13667698
http://connect.garmin.com/activity/13667698
www.doc.govt.nz
http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/
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V I C TO R I A  >  Your guide: Chris Ord

GOODY, GOODY, GUM, GUM

R U N  I T  > 
Set off into the bushland following a wide double track that drops to the left of the 
toilet block. Keep holding to the left trail and you’ll drop into a small gully. That 
incline directly ahead? Yes, run up it following the fence line and admire the views at 
the grassland apex. Reaching the end of the fence, hook left, following a weaving trail 
though a stand of gums. You’ll come back to the fence line and the trail peters a little 
just as you hit a valley. Keep going, dropping down the gully and back up the other 
side where the trail becomes better padded, and on up to a wooded ridge. 

Hook right onto the main trail. Pick up the pace as you weave and hop over log and 
stone obstacles until on your right you see, through the trees, a track darting up a 
vertiginous hill. That’s you. Drop down and then up it, pumping until you hit a 
trail at the top. Turn left on a double track until it hits what looks like a dead end. 
Time for fun. Scoot down the trail to your left, duck the branch, and hold on as you 
plummet down into the first of two creek crossings. 

There are no signs on this course at all, so you will have to use your sense a little when 
it comes to which track to choose. Although, you’re bounded on every side by unseen 
suburb, so you can’t get lost. Use the course of the gorge to orientate yourself. 

After the first water crossing, head left along the riverbank – the trail will eventually 
take you uphill. Follow it but keep heading left at each juncture, staying on main trails. 

The path will weave to the right and through a tight stand of tee-trees. 
Follow the trail until you closer again to the riverbank and a big old 
yellow bridge. Here you’ll come out on a wide ‘runway’ – a cleared  
road that tests your legs uphill. Once you hit the corner of the new 
housing estate, turn right back into the park proper on a double track 
road. Stay on it veering left, down a gully, back up. At a T-intersection, 
take a right and very quickly look to your left – you’ll find a small  
trail following the contour of gorge arm. It’s a sweet trail that takes  
you on a ‘U’ back over the other side, and along, where you will hit  
a main trail again. There is another similar loop of straight ahead, or 
you can turn left for a big rock descent into the second creek crossing. 

Up the other side, you have a climb before following singletrack  
along the highline of the gorge – great views all along here, until 
eventually you come out at a small quarry dam. You can veer steeply 
uphill back to the carpark, or loop the lake and climb up the opposite 
side of the hill that hosts the toilets, picnic area and your car.

This loop run is the course for Race Two of the Salomon Trail Run Series  
www.salomontrailseries.com.au

T R A I L  T I P S  > 
N A M E  O F  T R A I L  R U N  >  Yellow Belly Blast  
Race 2 of the Salomon Trail Run Series

N E A R BY  S U B U R B  >  
Plenty (3.5km); Diamond Creek (8km)

D I STA N C E  F R O M  C B D  >30 kilometres 

E X AC T  L O C AT I O N  > 
Yellow Gum Park, Goldsworthy Lane, Plenty

ROUTE DISTANCE > 11.5km

TYPE OF TRAIL > Loop run  

D I F F I C U LT Y  >  Easy to Moderate

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS >  
Sweeping single track, creek crossings,  
gun stands, gorge lookouts

O N L I N E  R E F E R E N C E  >  
www.parkweb.vic.gov.au/explore/ 
parks/plenty-gorge-parklands

B E ST  M A P S  >Parks Victoria. Note that many  
trails are not on available maps. This one’s a  
bit of an adventure run, but very hard to get lost.

P O ST  R U N  G O O D N E S S  >
Nearby Diamond Creek is the closest 

town for any kind of post run nosh  

or caffeine hit. The Vine Cafe  

gets a decent wrap, Piccalo Meccanico  

gets the nod for good coffee  

(most of the time, assuming the  

A-team Barista is on) and Degani’s 

Bakery always a safe and satisfying  

option. All are located on Chute St/

Main Street, Diamond Creek.

www.salomontrailseries.com.au
http://parkweb.vic.gov.au/explore/parks/plenty-gorge-parklands
http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/
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R U N  I T  > 
The run is best started from the town of Green’s Beach as the 
access is better. From the end of Gardiner’s Road you will  
come to an unsealed road that will take you to Pebbly Beach. 
From here there is a cliff top track that takes you up and over 
West Head, a magnificent, blustery section of coastline made 
from Dolerite fingers poking up from the sea. From here you 
drop down on to Badger Beach, a long stretch of flat beach. 
Depending on the tide, you can have some really nice hard 
packed terrain to run on. 

At the end of Badger beach you will come to the Badger Head 
Settlement. As you exit the beach, follow the “Coastal Track” 
signage that will send you to a picnic area on your right (a small, 
leafy clearing with picnic tables etc). From here, the trail picks 
up again at the back and is well signposted. The trail is superb: 
rolling single track through coastal vegetation taking you up onto 
the headland and around Badger head. The views are calming, 
the salty spray refreshing, and the trail lovely underfoot.  
Sections of the trail may be muddy, but trail running in 
Tasmania is not complete without a little bit of dirt on the calves.

From Badger Head you will descend to Copper Cove. This is 
a lovely, isolated little beach, mostly formed from the orange-
tinged dolerite rocks. The trail takes you to the beach, and  
then veers left again. All of this is signposted with wooden  
signs saying “Track.” You will cross Little Badger Head and drop 
down on to Baker’s Beach. From here you will run the  

F O U R  B E AC H E S ,  TA S M A N I A  >  Your guide: Margaretha Fortmann

FOUR  
BEACHES

THE COASTAL TRAVERSE

T R A I L  T I P S  > 
NEAREST CITY >  Greens Beach,  
60km North of Launceston, Tasmania

EXACT LOCATION >End of Gardiner’s Road, Greens Beach

ROUTE DISTANCE >  50km, but as it is an out  
and back run, it can be cut short at any stage 

ASCENT/DESCENT >  300m of each

TIME TO RUN >  5-6 hours for the full 50km

TYPE OF RUN >Out –and–Back:  
From Greens Beach to Bakers Beach and back 

DIFFICULTY >  Moderate

DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS >  A scenic run taking  
you across isolated sandy beaches and beautiful coastal  
headlands, with over 70 per cent of the run on single track

FEATURES OF INTEREST >   The Narawntapu National Park  
is known as the Serengeti of Tasmania, with an abundance of  
wildlife out and about feeding on the grassy lawns; Dolerite cliffs  
covered in the iconic orange lichen that Tasmania is renowned for.

ONLINE REFERENCE >  
Parks Tasmania >  www.parks.tas.gov.au 
Google Maps >  http://g.co/maps/3hdjz 
Aura Website for the 4 Beaches Trail Race >  
www.aura.asn.au/Narawntapu.html

MAPS >  Parks Tasmania has a map online >  
www.parks.tas.gov.au/index.aspx?base=3681
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first part of the beach before being led into the sandy dunes.  
You will come to an intersection. Take a left here following  
the signs to SpringLawn. This is a huge grassy lawn that is feed-
central for lots of marsupials. Prepare yourself to see plenty  
of wombats! The last part of the trail from the intersection  
is along sandy, undulating trail, taking in a scruffy Tea Tree  
forest and a sprawling lagoon supporting lots of birdlife. 

When you get to the National Parks Visitor centre, this is  
the turn-around point. From here you run back to Greens  
Beach exactly the way you came, for a total of 50km.  
You can turn around at any stage though to shorten the  
distance of your run.

P O ST  R U N  G O O D N E S S  >

You may be in the Tamar Valley – renowned for being a foodie’s 
paradise, but Green Beach is a remote little outpost and  
cafés are few. Head five minutes south to Beauty Point for 
Carbone’s Café – a good brekky apparently. Or make the dash 
around the bay to George Town where there are a few options: 
Belles Tea Room for something old fashioned, The Signature  
on the main drag or rehydrate at The Pier Hotel. Better yet,  
head south and treat yourself at The House Café & Restaurant

www.elmsliewines.com.au  

www.parks.tas.gov.au
http://g.co/maps/3hdjz
www.aura.asn.au/Narawntapu.html
http://www.parks.tas.gov.au/index.aspx?base=3681
www.elmsliewines.com.au
http://www.salomonrunning.com/au/
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WWW.TRAILRUNMAG.COM 

www.trailrunmag.com
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